
Today’s
Energy Crisis 
worse than the 1970s

✓US housing
starts tumble
Privately owned housing units
approved by building permits
in the US during July dropped
1.3% versus June to 1.67 mil-
lion. In the same period, pri-
vately owned housing starts
plunged by 9.6% to 1.45 mil-
lion. Single family housing
starts rose 10.1% to 916,000,
according to the latest report
published by the Census Bu-
reau.

✓German eco-
nomic sentiment
plunges
Germany's economic senti-
ment index tumbled in Au-
gust, signaling the risk of a
recession in the second half of
the year. The ZEW Indicator
of Economic Sentiment
dropped to -55.3 from -53.8 in
July. This was the lowest
score since October 2008.

✓Singapore top
maritime centre 
Singapore secured its lead as
the world's top maritime cen-
tre in the Xinhua-Baltic Inter-
national Shipping Centre
Development (ISCD) Index.
This is the ninth consecutive
year that Singapore is ranked
first on the index. 

✓First interna-
tional bullion
exchange 
India launched its first inter-
national bullion exchange
(IIBX) based at Gujarat Inter-
national Finance Tec-City,
IIBX could lead to standard
gold pricing in India and
make it easier for small bul-
lion dealers and jewellers to
trade. 
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The fund ma-
nager explains
why the collapse 
has begun

OPINION Ray Dalio

Geopolitical ten-
sions escalate
warns Singa-
pore’s PM

POLITICS Lee Hsien Loong
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● Russian energy
giant Gazprom an-
nounced that natural
gas transit through
Nord Stream pipeline
will be suspended
from August 31 to
September 2 due to
scheduled mainte-
nance work.
●US natural gas fu-
tures rose more than
2% on Aug. 23,
reaching $10 for the
first time since 2008
amid continued con-
cerns over supply dis-
ruption.
● Citing “disconnect”
in the oil futures mar-
ket,  Saudi Energy
Minister Prince Ab-
dulaziz bin Salman
told Bloomberg on
Aug. 22 that OPEC
stands ready to cut
output.
● Japan, South Korea
and Taiwan imported
a combined $5.5 bil-
lion of fossil fuels
from Russia between
Feb. 24  and July 31,
according to Finland's
Center for Research
on Energy and Clean
Air.
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BONDS  

US 10y    -11.476%
UK 10y -16.4509 %
JPN 10y -19.333% 
GER 10y -39.6930% 
FR 10y  -29.739% 
IT 10y    -7.238% 

COMMODITIES

Oil Brent                $108.9 
Oil WTI      $99.9 
Natural gas Europe $51.33 
Natural gas U.S.      $7.26 
LNG, Japan            $16.44 
Gold                       $1,733 

CURRENCIES

• USD Index
Highest:  109.29 
Lowest:        104.74 
• EUR/USD
Highest:        1.0487 
Lowest:    0.9952 

EQUITIES

S&P 500          9.11% 
NASDAQ     12.35% 
DJIA                6.71% 
FTSE 100        3.54% 
CAC 40           8.87% 
DAX               5.48%
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n Aug. 2, US House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi landed in Taiwan, be-
coming the first person of her rank
to do so in almost thirty years.
China responded to Pelosi’s visit

by sending missiles, warships and warplanes
into the seas and skies around the island for sev-
eral days afterward. The Chinese government
objects to Taiwan having any official contact
with foreign governments as China considers
the self-ruled island its own territory and and
says it will take it over by force, if necessary.
The US has no formal diplomatic ties with Tai-
wan but it remains a key ally of Taiwan and
maintains de facto diplomatic relations with
Taipei. China accuses the U.S. of encouraging
independence forces in Taiwan through its sale
of military equipment to the island and engag-
ing with its officials. The U.S. says it does not
support independence for Taiwan but that its dif-
ferences with China should be resolved by
peaceful means. Another delegation of Ameri-
can lawmakers, led by Senator Ed Markey of
Massachusetts, arrived in Taipei just 12 days
after Pelosi's visit and met President Tsai Ing-

wen. China announced more military drills
around Taiwan as Tsai Ing-wen met with mem-
bers of the new U.S. congressional delegation.
Taiwan's Defence Ministry said 15 Chinese air-
craft had crossed the
median line of the Tai-
wan Strait on Aug. 15,
an unofficial barrier be-
tween the two. The Tai-
wan Strait, which
separates Taiwan and
continental Asia, is one
of the world’s busiest
trade routes for ships
carrying goods between
China, Japan, and South
Korea, and the rest of
world. Analysis by
Bloomberg showed that
just under half the
world’s container ships
passed through the Tai-
wan Strait in the first
seven months of this
year. Among the largest

10% of the global container fleet, 88% made
use of the waterway. 
Tankers carrying around 1 million barrels of oil
transit the strait every day. 
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Xi, Putin to
attend G20
summit
Indonesian President Joko Widodo
told Bloomberg News that the leaders of
China and Russia both plan to attend
November's G20 summit in Bali. "Xi
Jinping will come. President Putin has
also told me he will come,"  Widodo
said, according to Bloomberg. Neither
Putin nor Xi attended last year's G20 in
Rome.  The trip would be Xi's first time
outside China since January 2020, when
he visited Myanmar. 
The Chinese foreign ministry did not im-
mediately respond to a Reuters request
for comment. A Kremlin spokesperson
declined to comment to Bloomberg, but
another official familiar with the situa-
tion told the news agency that Putin
planned to attend. U.S. President Joe
Biden is expected to attend the G20
summit but the White House has not said
whether he will meet Xi. 

O

FOOD CRISIS

Beijing-Washington tensions
heat up over Taiwan

G20

CHINA - US

nited Nations Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres during a press conference in Istanbul
on Aug. 20 underscored it is essential to bring

Russian food and fertilizer to the world markets "which
are not subject to sanctions," urging all governments
and commercial sectors to "cooperate." "Without fer-
tilizer in 2022, there may not be enough food in 2023,"
warned the UN chief. To further stabilize the commodi-
ties markets and bring down consumer costs, it is im-
perative to export more food and fertilizer from Ukraine
and Russia, Guterres explained. During his visit to Is-
tanbul, the UN secretary-general inspected grain ships.
In accordance with the grain corridor agreement, the
Joint Coordination Center in Istanbul was opened in
July to safeguard export shipments from Ukrainian
Black Sea ports to the world market. On Aug.18, the
UN secretary-general and Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan met in Ukraine with President

Volodymyr Zelenskyy. With
the meetings held at such a
high level – it was the first visit
to Ukraine by Erdogan since
the war began, and the second
by Guterres – some had hoped
for breakthroughs, if not to-
ward an overall peace, then at
least on specific issues.  But
little immediate progress was reported. Erdogan said
he would follow up with his Russian counterpart
Vladimir Putin, given that most of the matters discussed
would require the Kremlin's agreement. The leaders
discussed expanding exchanges of prisoners of war and
arranging for U.N. atomic energy experts to visit and
help secure the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant in southern
Ukraine which is in the middle of fierce fighting that
has raised fears of catastrophe.

UN's Guterres, Turkey's 
Erdogan in Ukraine

U

China stages military drills as U.S. lawmakers visit island

Sources: Xinhua News Agency, Asia Maritime Transparency Ini-
tiative, US Congressional Research Service, W.Foo Reuters

Russian food, fertilizer must get to world markets UN chief says

Kissinger
sounds
the alarm
We decided to 
republish some
quotes from US
veteran diplomat
Henry Kissinger's
interview with
The Wall Street
Journal following
the trip of US House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan on
Aug. 2. We considered 
that his words are important
because he is calling for care-
ful actions and avoidance of
dangerous situations that
could lead the world to a dead-
end. 
The 99-year-old former former
secretary of state, said he sees
today's world as verging on a
dangerous “disequilibrium.”
He said "we are at the edge of
war with Russia and China on
issues which we partly created,
without any concept of how
this is going to end or what it's
supposed to lead to." The US
policy on Taiwan has "pre-
served peace between China
and the US for 50 years," he
said, noting that "one should
be very careful, therefore, in
measures that seem to change
the basic structure." In my
thinking, equilibrium has two
components, Kissinger was
quoted as saying in the WSJ
report. "A kind of balance of
power, with an acceptance of
the legitimacy of sometimes
opposing values. Because if
you believe that the final out-
come of your effort has to be
the imposition of your values,
then I think equilibrium is not
possible. So one level is a sort
of absolute equilibrium."
The other level, Kissinger said,
is "equilibrium of conduct,
meaning there are limitations
to the exercise of your own ca-
pabilities and power in relation
to what is needed for the over-
all equilibrium."

FIRST PLACE

WORLD

Companies could recon-
sider investing in Taiwan

INVESTMENTS
upert Hammond-Chambers, the
president of U.S.-Taiwan Business

Council, told VOA Mandarin that if things
don’t calm down soon, most global com-
panies will reconsider what it means to in-
vest in Taiwan. Dale Buckner, CEO of

security solutions firm Global Guardian
said some of his largest clients are con-
cerned about operating in Taiwan. He said
companies should start to examine their es-
sential personnel in the region, their hard
and soft assets, and if they have financial

assets that are parked within the Chinese or
Taiwanese system.“I think if you're a
leader, and you're thinking over the horizon
— not only in the next 12,18 months, but
the next decade — you have to be thinking
about these things” he told VOA Mandarin. 

R

China embarks on military drills



MONTENEGRO-POLITICS

Government
collapses

ontenegro’s gov-
ernment fell on
Aug. 21 after its

parliament voted in
favor of a no-confidence
motion. “We will be re-
membered as the gov-
ernment that lasted the
shortest, but made the
most difficult deci-
sions,”  Prime Minister Dritan Abazović
(pictured) said, according to Montenegrin
news agency MINA. The government of
Abazović had been in office since late
April.  It was not immediately clear
whether the fall of the government would
lead to snap parliamentary elections or if
the parties would try to form a new govern-
ing coalition. Political tensions have been
smouldering in the Adriatic nation for
weeks after the government signed a con-
troversial new agreement with the Serbian
Orthodox Church (SPC).

COLOMBIA-POLICIES

President's new
pledges

oods and re-
sources seized
from drug traf-

fickers in Colombia will
be allocated or used in
the future to help the
poorest and most vul-
nerable citizens, the
Latin America's newly
sworn-in president President Gustavo Petro
(pictured) has pledged. “There are re-
sources worth millions of pesos that remain
untapped, all kinds of assets: luxury apart-
ments, luxury houses, fields, money, jew-
elry, gems, gold, works of art (…). All this
could be used for the benefit of society,”
the RES-EMP quoted him as saying. He
has also called for a fresh global strategy
to combat illegal drugs trafficking. 

ROMANIA- POLITICS

PM on Cabinet
Reshuffle

omania's national
leader of the So-
cial Democratic

Party (PSD) Marcel Cio-
lacu denied on Aug. 12
that there is any inten-
tion of a government
reshuffle, noting that the
evaluation of the minis-
ters ended last month without any change
proposals being made by the Prime Minis-
ter. The social-democratic leader added
that the incumbent government coalition is
working, and if the prime minister initiates
discussions about a possible reshuffle, it
will not be kept a secret. Prime Minister
Nicolae Ciuca (pictured) declared on Aug.
18 that reshuffle is needed whenever the
duties and responsibilities of ministers and
secretaries of state are not fulfilled. Ciuca
has been serving as PM of Romania since
November 25,  2021.

taly prepares to head to the polls
on September 25. The polls suggest
that Giorgia Meloni (pictured),
head of the far-right Brothers of

Italy party, is on the verge of becoming Italy’s
new prime minister in next month’s snap
election. The early election was called after
Mario Draghi resigned as prime minister last
week after losing the confidence of parlia-
ment. Draghi remains as caretaker prime mi-
nister until the election. A right-wing alliance
made up of Meloni’s Brothers of Italy, the
remnants of the 85-year-old Silvio Berlus-
coni’s Forza Italia! And Matteo Salvini’s
Lega is on track to win 49.8% of the vote on
September 25, according to a survey by the
Tecne research institute. The poll placed the
Democratic party-led center-left bloc at 30%
and the anti-establishment Five Star Move-
ment -- once the country’s leading party -- at
10.2%. A recently formed centrist grouping
was at 4.8%. Born in Rpme in 1977, Meloni,
joined the Italian Social Movement (MSI)
party's youth wing when she was 15. She later
led the student branch of the far-right National
Alliance, was elected to the Italian Parlia-
ment's Chamber of Deputies in 2006, and be-

came Italy's youngest minister two years later.
Ten years ago, she founded the Brothers of
Italy, which she has led since 2014. In 2020,
she also took over the chairmanship of the
EuropeanConservatives and Reformists
(ECR) party, which includes, among others,
the Polish ruling party, PiS. She has called for
more family-friendly benefits, less European
bureaucracy, low taxes, and a halt to immi-
gration. Meloni dismissed as "nonsense"
claims that she would head an authoritarian
government, saying such views are "inspired
by the powerful media circuit of the left." She
also denied any plans to quit the euro and
pledged not to jeopardise Rome's roadmap to
obtain billions in post-Covid EU funds. 
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he surveillance scandal that led to
the resignation of  Panagiotis Kon-
toleon, the director of the intelli-

gence services as well as Grigoris
Dimitriadis, the secretary general of the
prime minister's office, both reported on
Aug. 5, has rocked Greek politics like an
earthquake. The scandal began in late July,
when the leader of PASOK opposition party
and a member of the European Parliament,
Nikos Androulakis, denounced an attempted
bugging of his mobile phone. Two Greek
journalists have also alleged a similar at-
tempt by the government to bug their phones
with spyware, and took legal action. Trying
to avoid resignation, Greek Prime Minister
Kyriakos Mitsotakis insisted on August 8
that he was unaware Androulakis’ phone had

been tapped, seeking to distance himself
from a growing scandal. PASOK is Greece’s
third-largest political party and was for de-
cades the main political rival of Mitsotakis’s
conservative party, New Democracy. The
scandal exploded amid growing concern in
the European Union over the use of spy-
ware, with opposition parties demanding a
thorough investigation and labeling the re-
velations a Watergate that should cost Mit-
sotakis’ post. Analysts expected Greece to
run in early elections likely in light of the
economic and political crises that Mitsota-
kis' government is experiencing. Greece
ranks 108th out of 180 countries in the 2022
World Press Freedom Index by Reporters
Without Borders, the lowest in the European
Union.
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GREECE - POLITICAL CRISIS

ITALY - ELECTIONS

Italy's Right-Wing Bloc
leads polls

Wiretapping scandal 
shakes Greek govt
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Giorgia Meloni, head of Brothers of Italy party,  is on the verge
of becoming the country’s new Prime Minister

Spy chief and top prime minister's aide resign 

Patrick Chappatte (born in 1967 in Pakistan) is an editorial cartoonist working for The
Boston Globe (USA), Der Spiegel (Germany), le Canard enchaîné (France), Le Temps and
NZZ am Sonntag. (Switzerland). For 20 years, he was a cartoonist for the International Herald
Tribune and The New York Times.Tribune and The New York Times.
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Anniversary
August 24 will mark six months since
the start of Russia's invasion of
Ukraine and 31 years since Kyiv won
its independence from Soviet rule.
President Zelensky in a nightly video
address on Aug. 20 called for vigi-
lance, saying Moscow could try
"something particularly ugly, partic-
ularly vicious" to mark the occasion.
Zelensky in his address also referred
obliquely to a series of explosions in
recent days in Crimea. Ukrainian
media reported explosions in nearby
towns - including the resorts of Yev-
patoriya, Olenivka and Zaozyornoye. 

ZNNP
Western leaders call for “military re-
straint” around the Zaporizhzhia nu-
clear power plant (ZNNP), in
southern Ukraine, where renewed
fighting has led to fears of disaster
worse than that in Chernobyl in 1986.
During a joint phone call among
United States President Joe Biden,
United Kingdom outgoing Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, French Pres-
ident Emmanuel Macron and Ger-
man Chancellor Olaf Scholz, on Aug.
21, the leaders  stressed the need to
ensure the safety of nuclear installa-
tions threatened by the conflict in
Ukraine, German government
spokesman Steffen Hebestreit shared.
The leaders also welcomed a deal -
approved by Russian President
Vladimir Putin on Aug.19 - to allow
UN inspectors to visit the plant at a
future date. 

Grain
More than 630,000 tonnes of grain
and other types of food have been
shipped from Ukraine's ports since
the start of this month, according to
the United Nations. The first cargo
was loaded on August 1 after Russia
lifted its naval blockade of Ukraine,
allowing ships to use a safe corridor
through the Black Sea. About 20 mil-
lion tonnes of grain meant for export
has been trapped in Ukraine since
February, along with other foodstuffs
such as maize and sunflower oil.
Ukraine's government says more than
40 ships have been listed so far to
load with foodstuffs at its ports and
estimates it will be able to export
three million tonnes of grain in Sep-
tember, and four million tonnes in
October. 

Black Sea
Vice-Admiral Viktor Sokolov who
previously held the post of chief of the
Admiral Kuznetsov Naval Academy
has been appointed as the Russian
Black Sea Fleet acting commander. As
per an RFE/RL report, Sokolov an-
nounced his appointment on Aug. 19,
further saying that he had been ap-
pointed to take over the Black Sea
Fleet for Igor Osipov, who was re-
moved from the post earlier this week
in one of the most prominent dis-
missals of a military official so far in
Russia's war against Ukraine.
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Fresh political
turmoil hits
country

French presi-
dent visits
Algeria

ustralia's current Prime Minister Anthony
Albanese told Sky News TV on Sunday
(Aug. 21) that his government would con-
sider launching an investigation into the

country's former premier Scott Morrison over allega-
tions he broke democratic principles during the coron-
avirus crisis.
Following Morrison's decision to step down from the
Liberal Party leadership after losing the May elections,
it was revealed he was secretly sworn into five key min-
istries (Health, Finance, Treasury and Home Affairs, In-
dustry, Science and Resources) during the crisis in 2020
and 2021 and obtained a significant power when it
came to decision-making.  Morrison told reporters that
he defended his decision to take the power over five
ministries, saying he feels proud of his response to
COVID-19. "We'll examine all those issues after receiv-
ing the Solicitor General's advice. I am running a proper
cabinet government that has proper processes, and we'll
give full consideration to it," Albanese said.
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ALGERIAPAKISTAN

AUSTRALIA - LAW
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DEFENCE Australia to probe former Prime
Minister over Covid management

undreds of supporters of
Pakistan’s former prime

minister, Imran Khan, gathered
on Monday (Aug. 22) outside his
home in Islamabad, vowing to prevent
his arrest, Reuters reported citing officials of
his political party. Pakistan’s police have char-
ged  Khan under anti-terror laws. The protes-
ters chanted slogans against the government
of Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif, which took
over after Khan’s ouster in a confidence vote
in April. “If Imran Khan is arrested … we will
take over Islamabad with people’s power,” a
former minister in his cabinet, Ali Amin Gan-
dapur, threatened on Twitter. Since being ous-
ted from power, Khan has been a vocal critic
of the government and the country’s army. He
has been holding mass rallies across the coun-
try seeking to return to office and has alleged
his removal was a result of a “foreign conspi-
racy”. The use of anti-terrorism laws as the
basis of cases against political leaders is not
uncommon in Pakistan, where Khan’s gover-
nment also used them against opponents and
critics. 

rench President Emmanuel
Macron is to visit Algeria bet-

ween Aug. 25-27 in a bid to im-
prove strained ties between Paris and
Algiers, 60 years after the country won its inde-
pendence from France.  Macron accepted an in-
vitation by Algerian President Abdelmadjid
Tebboune, the Élysée Palace said in a statement.
It will be Macron’s second official visit to the
North African country after a brief one in Decem-
ber 2017 at the start of his first term when Abde-
laziz Bouteflika was still
president.French-Algerian ties hit a low late last
year after Macron reportedly questioned whether
Algeria had existed as a nation before the French
invasion and accused its “political-military sys-
tem” of rewriting history and fomenting “hatred
towards France”. Algeria withdrew its ambassa-
dor in response, but the two sides appear to have
mended ties since.The announcement of the offi-
cial visit of the French president was generally
well received by the inhabitants of Algiers, al-
though the wounds of the war are still fresh,
Africa News reported.

The number of foreign
tourists visiting Cuba so far
this year is up nearly sixfold
from the 2021. 
The National Statistics Office
(ONEI) said 834,891 tourists
visited the island from Janu-
ary through July, compared
to 141,293 visits in same pe-
riod a year ago. Canada this
year is again the leading
source of tourists, at 258,896,
ONEI data showed. In 2020
and 2021 Russia displaced
Canada as the largest source
of  foreign visitors.  
International tourism repre-
sents Cuba’s second-leading
economic activity, after the
sale of medical services. 

FACTS &
FIGURES

CUBA 
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ISRAEL-CYPRUS
Cyprus is preparing to purchase Iron
Dome defence technology from Is-
rael. Kathimerini Cyprus reported
the deal has been finalised but not
formally announced. According to
The Times of Israel, the Cypriot De-
fence Ministry has begun “imple-
menting the government’s decision
to purchase” Iron Dome technology
following the signing of agreements
that have been in the works since
early 2021. First deployed in 2011,
the Iron Dome air defense system is
a mobile, towed platform designed to
protect against short-range rockets,
cruise missiles, artillery, and mortar
attacks from fixed or semi-fixed lo-
cations.

RUSSIA-TURKEY
Turkey's Presidency of Defense In-
dustries said on Aug. 16 that there is
no new development regarding the
purchase of Russia’s S-400 air de-
fense system, adding that the process
has been ongoing based on the orig-
inal deal.  Earlier, Russian state-run
news agency TASS claimed that a
contract has been signed to deliver a
second batch of the air defense sys-
tem to Turkey. Turkey's initial 2020
purchase of the Russian S-400 sys-
tem angered the United States, a
NATO ally, which imposed sanctions
on Turkey in retaliation. Russia’s S-
400 ‘Triumf’ (NATO reporting
name: SA-21 Growler) is the latest
long-and medium-range surface-to-
air missile system. 

INDIA
India is continuing to bolster its na-
tional defense industry, as high-
lighted by the Ministry of Defense’s
recent decision to procure 287 billion
rupees ($3.6 billion) worth of domes-
tically made weapons and other de-
fense equipment. The approved
items, include extended-range
guided rockets and area denial mu-
nitions capable of neutralizing tanks
and armored personnel carriers. Also
included is the command version of
India’s infantry combat vehicle, The
Japan Times has reported.

WORLD
World military spending continued
to grow in 2021, reaching an all-time
high of $2.1 trillion. This was the
seventh consecutive year that spend-
ing increased,  according to data on
global military spending published
by the Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI).
The five largest spenders in 2021
were the United States, China, India,
the United Kingdom and Russia, to-
gether accounting for 62% of expen-
diture. “Even amid the economic
fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic,
world military spending hit record
levels,” said Dr Diego Lopes da
Silva, Senior Researcher with
SIPRI’s Military Expenditure and
Arms Production Programme. 

Photo:   Australian PM Anthony Albanese

In 2020 and 2021, the former leader secretly took over the charge of five ministries, includ-
ing Health, Finance, Treasury and Home Affairs, Industry, Science and Resources. 

834,891
tourists
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Dr. Fauci to step
down in December
Director of the United States National Institute of Allergy and In-
fectious Diseases (NIAID) Dr. Anthony Fauci announced on Aug.
22 he is stepping down from his role in the federal government as
he wishes to pursue "the next step in [his] career."  As of December,
he will leave the position he's held for 38 years as well as his job as
chief of the NIAID Laboratory of Immunoregulation, and his role
as Chief Medical Advisor to President Joe Biden."I am very proud
of our many accomplishments. I have worked with - and learned
from - countless talented and dedicated people in my own laboratory,
at NIAID, at NIH, and beyond" he said in a statement.

US - HEALTH



 

urope is facing its
worst drought in at
least 500 years,
with two-thirds of

the continent in a state of
alert or warning, reducing in-
land shipping, electricity pro-
duction and the yields of
certain crops,  the European
Drought Observatory (EDO)
said in its August report. The
agency which is overseen by
the European Commission,
said 47% of Europe is under
warning conditions, with
clear deficit of soil moisture,
and 17% in a state of alert, in
which vegetation is affected.
“The combination of a se-
vere drought and heatwaves

has created an unprecedented
stress on water levels in the
entire EU,” European Inno-
vation Commissioner Ma-
riya Gabriel said in a
statement. “We are currently
noticing a wildfires season
sensibly above the average
and an important impact on
crops production.” The im-
pact of forest fires has been
particularly acute in Portugal.
In Germany, the lack of rain-
fall has meant the Rhine, a
vital north-west European
waterway used to transport
oil, petrol, coal and other raw
materials, has dropped to
such a low level, less freight
can be transported, leading to

delays and higher costs. The
Netherlands declared an of-
ficial water shortage.
In Belgium, meanwhile, fo-
recasters reported the driest
July since 1885In the midst
of an energy crisis, drought is
also putting pressure on the
power supply. Hydropower
generation, which relies on
water to produce electricity,
has fallen by 44% in Spain,
according to the BBC. The
EU’s experts said they expect
the warm and dry conditions,
which are fueling wildfires
and reducing crop outputs, to
continue in parts of the re-
gion until November. 

Strike at UK's
Felixstowe port
The first of an eight-day workers strike at
Felixstowe, the country's busiest port, han-
dling about 48% of the UK's container
trade, began on Aug.21. About 1,900 mem-
bers of the Unite union at Felixstowe in Suf-
folk are striking in a dispute over pay. Unite
said members rejected a 7% pay offer from
the Felixstowe Dock and Railway Com-
pany, which it said was below the rate of in-
flation. Unite national officer Robert
Morton told Sky News there “will be more
strikes” if his members’ pay demands are
not met. Major shipping group Maersk
warned that it expected the strike to cause
serious disruption with some vessels signif-
icantly delayed.  As much as £680m in trade
could be affected, according to ALPS Ma-
rine analysis by Russell Group. 

World food
prices drop
slightly 
Global food prices de-
clined in July from the
previous month, but are
still much higher than
this time last year,  ac-
cording to the latest fig-
ures from the United
Nations’ Food and Agri-
culture Organization
(FAO). The FAO food price index, which
tracks the most globally traded food com-
modities, averaged 140.9 points last month
versus a revised 154.3 for June. The veg-
etable oil, sugar, dairy, meat and cereal price
indices all decreased month-on-month in
July, with wheat slumping 14.5%, partly
due to Ukraine and Russia’s closely
watched agreement to resume exports of
grain through the Black Sea ports after
months of blockade. "The decline in food
commodity prices from very high levels is
welcome, however, many uncertainties re-
main," said FAO Chief Economist Maximo
Torero (pictured). The maize price index fell
10.7% in July.

Americans seek
to relocate
High mortgage rates and home prices moti-
vated Americans to move to more afford-
able areas, according to a new report from
tech-powered real estate brokerage Redfin.
The report found that a record 33.7% of
users nationwide were looking to move
from one urban center to another in July.
That compares with 32.6% of users in Q2.
San Diego and Portland, ME became more
popular with out-of-town buyers, while mi-
gration into Miami and Phoenix slowed.
Here are the top seven cities prospective
homebuyers are seeking to leave: San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, New York, Washington
D.C., Seattle, Boston, Detroit. It’s typical
that homebuyers look to move out of expen-
sive job centers. Plenty of people search
sites like Redfin with no intention of buying
a house. The company says its analysis ex-
cluded such searches. 

International View

Singapore's Prime Minister
warns global geopolitical
tensions escalate

Severe drought hitting swat-
hes of Europe is “worsening”

SINGAPORE - POLITICS

EUROPE - ENVIRONMENT

CYPRUS
TotalEnergies of France and Italy's
energy giant Eni announced a "sig-
nificant" gas discovery off the
southwest coast of Cyprus, adding
to the tally of new natural gas finds
in the Eastern Mediterranean. The
discovery was made at the Cronos-
1 well 160 kilometers off the coast
in 2,287 meters of water inside
Cyprus' exclusive economic zone
and is the second deposit that the
Eni-Total consortium has discov-
ered there. The initial estimates sug-
gest a total field size of about 2.5
trillion cubic feet of gas, with good
odds of finding more nearby. 

EGYPT
Remittances from Egyptian expatri-
ates increased 1.6 percent during the
fiscal year 2021/2022, recording $
31.9 billion, compared to $31.4 bil-
lion during the fiscal year
2020/2021, according to the Central
Bank of Egypt (CBE). Remittances
of Egyptians abroad represent an
important source of hard currency in
Egypt, with every Egyptian pound
flotation having a direct positive ef-
fect on the amount of remittances.  

QATAR
Qatar announced two major solar
projects that will more than double
its energy output from the renew-
able source within two years. The
new plants at Mesaieed and Ras
Laffan will take the Gulf state’s
solar output to 1.67 gigawatts by the
end of 2024, Qatar Energy said in a
statement. Mesaieed and Ras Laffan
are key bases for Qatar’s natural gas
production, which is also undergo-
ing major expansion. 

UAE
Over the next three months, the
UAE government entities will grad-
ually stop using the eDirham plat-
form as a payment method for their
services, the Ministry of Finance
has announced.  The ministry said
the eDirham platform is being grad-
ually discontinued and that users
can pay for government services
using the international payment op-
tions accepted in the UAE. eDirham
is a cashless payment platform that
allows users to make transactions. 

ISRAEL
Israel and Turkey will return to full
normalization of relations, includ-
ing reinstating ambassadors and
consuls-general, Israeli Prime Min-
ister Yair Lapid and Turkish Presi-
dent Recep Tayyip Erdogan
announced on Aug.17. The first
signs of a possible warming of rela-
tions between the countries were
noticed in December last year when
Erdogan said such development of
events is possible. The Israeli Eco-
nomic Office in Turkey was previ-
ously reopened in August this year
after three years of closure. 
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The region may not be as peaceful and stable as it has
been so far he said in his National Day message

ingapore's Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong warned that ten-
sions between the world's two
superpowers United States and

China over Taiwan and the  Russia-Uk-
raine war affect security in the Asia-Paci-
fic. "We can expect more geopolitical
contestation in the Asia-Pacific," Reuters
quoted him as saying on Aug. 21. He
added that Singapore would try its best to
avoid being caught up in the "major power
rivalry". Worsening U.S.-China relations
are making it "almost impossible" to work
together on pressing global issues like cli-
mate change, pandemics, and nuclear pro-
liferation, he said in his annual National
Day Rally speech. He also warned against
“foreign actors” and interference cam-
paigns fueling divisions in Singapore  as
global geopolitical tensions escalate. Ear-
lier, in his National Day Message on Aug
8, the city-state's premier urged Singapo-
reans to be psychologically prepared that
in the next decades, the region might not
be as peaceful and stable as it has been.
“Our road ahead will not be easy. Around
us, a storm is gathering. US-China rela-
tions are worsening, with intractable is-
sues, deep suspicions, and limited
engagement between them. This is unli-
kely to improve any time soon. Further-

more, miscalculations or mishaps can ea-
sily make things much worse. Russia's in-
vasion of Ukraine also has profound
implications for the world and for Singa-
pore” Lee said in his National Day Mes-
sage.“Singapore
will be buffeted by
intense rivalry and
tensions in the re-
gion around us,”
he added. “What
can we do about
this? Staying uni-
ted is key to Sin-
gapore’s survival
– it is the only way
to deal with chal-
lenges in an in-
creasingly troubled world.”  Although
more storms and turbulence lie ahead, the
PM urged Singaporeans not to fear. “As
long as we stay united and resolute, we can
keep our nation peaceful and secure, build
a more prosperous economy, and forge an
inclusive society that all of us can belong
to and can be proud of, for many years to
come.” He also urged Singaporeans to
look to the long-term “We must never stop
imagining and building the Singapore we
want, even as we strengthen our guard
against what can go wrong.” 

Singapore
will be buf-
feted by in-
tense
rivalry and
tensions in
the region
around us

‘
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anadian prime minister Jus-
tin Trudeau on Aug. 19 no-

minated judge Michelle
O'Bonsawin to the Supreme Court
of Canada. She will become the
first Indigenous person to serve on
Canada's highest court. O'Bonsa-
win, an Abenaki member of the
Odanak First Nation, is Franco-On-
tarian and fluently bilingual She
has served as a judge on the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice since
2017.  O'Bonsawin also holds a
PhD in law from the University of
Ottawa. "I believe my experience

as a francophone First Nations
woman, a parent, a lawyer, a scho-
lar and a judge provide me with the
lived understanding and insight into
Canada's diversity because I, and
my life experience, are part of that
diversity," she said In her application
questionnaire, made available by the
Department of Justice. The nomina-
tion of O’Bonsawin is the second
landmark appointment to the court.
In 2021, Trudeau selected Mahmud
Jamal for the bench, making him the
first person of colour to serve as a
justice of the supreme court. 

he United States Department of
Justice's (DoJ) so-called "taint" or
"filter" team has been examining
the documents seized by the FBI

during its raid on former President Donald
Trump's residence in Mar-a-Lago, Florida,
Fox News reported on Aug.23, citing a
source familiar with the matter. A "taint" or
"filter" team comprises prosecutors or agents

and is tasked with reviewing certain seized
documents and establishing whether those
papers are protected by attorney-client privi-
lege, a client's right to refuse to prevent de-
tails of communication with an attorney from
becoming disclosed. The FBI executed a
search warrant on Aug.8 at Trump’s resi-
dence as part of an ongoing federal investi-
gation into whether the former president

illegally removed White House documents
after he left office last year. A property re-
ceipt unsealed by the court shows FBI agents
took 11 sets of classified records from the es-
tate, some of which were labeled “top secret”
– the highest level of classification reserved
for the most closely held US national secu-
rity information and which can only be vie-
wed in special government facilities. On
Aug. 22, Trump stated he has requested that
an independent watchdog conducts a review
of the documents taken from his home be-
fore the DoJ does so Trump's motion, filed
in a federal court in West Palm Beach, Flo-
rida., also demanded that the U.S. DoJ pro-
vide him a more detailed property receipt
outlining items the FBI seized from his Mar-
a-Lago home during its Aug. 8 search, and
asked investigators to return any items out-
side the scope of the search warrant. "Politics
cannot be allowed to impact the administra-
tion of justice," the filing say. After Trump
and his allies complained in the media that
the search was politically motivated, U.S. At-
torney General Merrick Garland asked the
court to release a redacted copy of the search
warrant and property receipt outlining the
items taken. 
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ARMENIA
Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan of
Armenia on Aug. 26 will head for
Kyrgyzstan on a working visit to at-
tend a regular meeting of the inter-
governmental council of the Eurasian
Economic Union, Armenpress State
News Agency has reported.

NAGORNO
Clashes between Armenian and Azer-
baijani forces reignited on Aug. 3 in
the region of Nagorno-Karabakh,
where three soldiers were reported
killed, prompting international calls
for an immediate de-escalation. Ar-
menia and Azerbaijan have been
locked in a decades-old dispute over
Nagorno-Karabakh. Yerevan and
Baku pointed fingers at one another
over the latest violence.

UZBEKISTAN
Uzbekistan's President has returned
from a trip to Saudi Arabia with
$14 billion in promised invest-
ments, Taskent Times reported. The
agreements include a pledge for
Saudi firm, ACWA Power, to build
a 1.5 GW wind farm in
Karakalpakstan. Uzbekistan's En-
ergy Ministry says it will be the
world's largest, and will power 1.65
million homes. Trade between
Saudi Arabia and Uzbekistan is on
the rise. Saudi exports to the Cen-
tral Asian country rose 20% last
year, while imports rose 37%, ac-
cording to the Saudi Press Agency. 

KAZAKHSTAN 
Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev met with President of Azer-
baijan, Ilham Aliyev, during his first
official visit to Baku as the head of
state on Aug. 24, Akorda’s press serv-
ice reported. Before Tokayev’s visit,
Kazakhstan Temir Zholy (KTZ) na-
tional railway company and Baku In-
ternational Sea Trade Port, the largest
port on the Caspian Sea, agreed to im-
plement joint logistics projects.  
The memorandum aims to develop
the Trans-Caspian International
Transport Route (TITR) and boost the
transit potential between the two
countries. The Trans-Caspian route,
also known as the Middle Corridor, is
an international corridor that starts
from Southeast Asia and China and
runs through Kazakhstan, the Caspian
sea, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and further
to European countries. 

GEORGIA
Georgia's exports stood at  $439 mil-
lion in June, marking a  25% increase
compared to the same time in 2021,
according to the National Statistics
Office of Georgia. Meanwhile, im-
ports increased by 21% reaching
$1.05bn in June. The trade deficit
consequently widened by 19% y-o-y
to $609 million in the month. In Q2,
Georgia’s exports, dominated by cop-
per ores and concentrates and ferro-
alloys, rose 29% y-o-y to $1.38bn.

EURASIA

First Indigenous judge
appointed by Trudeau

Department of Justice is revie-
wing Trump's seized documents

apan's National Police
Agency Commissioner Gen-
eral Itaru Nakamura an-

nounced on Aug.25 he is resigning
from his position over the killing
of former prime minister Shinzo
Abe who was shot while cam-
paigning in Nara on July 8. ."There
were shortcomings in the security
plans and the risk assessments on
which they were based, and direc-
tion from the field commander was
insufficient," the police chief told
reporters at a press conference. "In

order to fundamentally reexamine
guarding and never to let this hap-
pen, we need to have a new sys-
tem.""In the process of verifying
our new security plan, we have
come to realize that our security
duties would need a fresh start. To
mark our fresh start with a new se-
curity plan, it is only natural for us
to build a new organization."
Meanwhile, the head of Nara's pre-
fectural police Tomoaki Onizuka
also announced his plan to resign
over the same event.

Japan police head resigns
over Abe assassination

US - JUSTICE

CANADA - DIVERSITY

JAPAN - SECURITY

resident Jair Bolsonaro (pictured) managed to
lift his popularity slightly among voters accor-
ding to the latest DataFolha poll. His top challen-

ger,                Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, a leftist candidate
and a former Brazilian president, would win 47% of votes
in the first round, unchanged from the last survey taken
at the end of July. Bolsonaro would get 32%, up from
29%. The two candidates, running in the most polarized
presidential race in decades, are far ahead of any third-
party challengers -- although center-left Ciro Gomes re-
ceived 7% in the poll. Lula was barred from running
against Bolsonaro in 2018 due to a corruption conviction,
which was later annulled. Silva announced on Aug 20 that
if he is elected, his government will pursue a policy of

wage increases above inflation and will work to meet
workers' demands. He also said that he will not campaign
based on religious issues. Bolsonaro in a radio interview
affirmed that if he is reelected in the elections, he will
maintain diplomatic relations with South American coun-
tries governed by the left. Datafolha interviewed 5,744
Brazilians of voting age between Aug.15-17. The poll has
a margin of error of 2 percentage points. Brazil's presi-
dential election is scheduled to take place in October. If
neither candidate wins a majority, there will be a runoff
on Oct. 30.

Bolsonaro lift his
popularity  
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FBI agents seized 11 sets of documents marked with some form of classification
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Photo: Former President Donald Trump speaks at the Conservative Political Ac-
tion Conference (CPAC) in Dallas, Texas, on August 6, 2022.
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MERGERS & 
ACQUISITIONS

n Sept. 1, Thailand is launching a
new 10-year visa to attract foreign
experts to the country to boost in-

dustry and commerce. The scheme hopes to
attract “foreign human resources with high
potential and skills,” the Thai Board of In-
vestment Deputy secretary-general Narit
Therdsteerasukdi told Nikkei Asia in an in-
terview. The visa is targeted primarily at
people working in high-tech industries, like
electric vehicles, biotechnology, and elec-
tronics. The visa will also be available to
employees of foreign companies who want
to base themselves in Thailand as a digital
nomad—or “work-from-Thailand profes-
sionals,” as the visa describes them.  This
scheme is expected align Thailand with the
global trend of “work from anywhere.” The
government made it known that people
with assets of more than US$1 million can 

also apply, as can retirees who have a stable
pension. For eligible visa holders, the go-
vernment will reduce the rate of personal
income tax, which can sometimes reach
35%, to 17%. Therdsteerasukdi expects
visa holders to contribute about $28,000 per
person to the local economy, with the whole
scheme contributing $27.6 billion in total.
Rules requiring companies to hire four Thai
nationals per foreign employee -which are
currently in place to protect the domestic
workforce- will be scrapped. This is desig-
ned to make the new visa scheme usable for
small and medium size companies as well
as startups. This is Thailand’s third visa tar-
geting highly skilled professionals or inves-
tors. The introduction of new long-term
visas by Thailand coincides with increased
regional competition to set up new supply
chains and industries. 

Cash is vital to fund
business opportunities

New visa scheme usable
for SMEs, startups

UK - FINTECH

THAILAND - HUMAN RESOURCES

O

Venture capitalists are reckoning with
their worst quarter in almost a decade
as economic concerns and declines in
tech stocks, have prompted investors
to hold back following the startup
funding boom in 2021.Despite the
steep dive, funding and deal numbers
remained above 2020 levels.

INFOGRAPHIC 
of the month

Startup
funding

Q2 2022

SOURCES:

CB Insights, Bloomberg

Accelerating the transformation of Small Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) working capital finance globally

Targeted primarily at people working in high-tech industries
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$108.5bn
Global funding to startups fell
23% in the second quarter
from the first quarter, 2022, to
$108.5 billion.

15%
The number of deals fell 15%
globally a decline that corre-
sponds with a sharp drop in the
number of investor exits as fewer
startups are going public than in
the previous quarter and fewer are
achieving so-called unicorn status
with a valuation of more than $1
billion.

$52.9bn
This occurred while the US drove
almost half of all funding to $52.9
billion which was still down 25%
from the previous quarter and
marked its lowest funding amount
since 2020.

64%
Early-stage investments account
for a majority of deals so far this
year, or 64% globally.

31%
The number of so-called mega-
rounds, with funding of more
than $100 million, fell 31% in
the second quarter from the first,
the lowest level since 2020. 

Photo: Paul Christensen, CEO of Previse

AFRICA
Mergers and acquisition activity in-
tensified in South Africa in 2021. Ac-
cording to research conducted by
RMB Corporate Finance, more than
430 M&A transactions took place in
South Africa in 2021. One of the
most noteworthy features of this ac-
tivity is that about 70 of these deals,
valued at about ZAR750 billion, in-
volved foreign buyers. 

AMERICAS
Less than six years after launching its
news site, US-based Axios has struck
a purchase deal with Cox Enterprises
worth some $525 million, the two
companies announced on Aug.8.
Cox Enterprises has a long history in
media and is committed to scaling
and expanding Axios into more
cities, covering more national topics
and more premium niches for profes-
sionals. This acquisition follows a
previous investment by Cox Enter-
prises in the fall of 2021 and is part
of Cox's ongoing goal to grow and
diversify the company.

ASIA
India plans to overhaul its competi-
tion law so that global technology
companies will have to seek the
country’s antitrust approval for many
overseas mergers and acquisitions.
The draft law proposes all deals
worth over 20 billion rupees ($250
million) should be subject to antitrust
scrutiny if the companies have sub-
stantial business operations in India.
As part of the revamp of competition
law, the government also proposes
reducing the time limit for approving
mergers to 150 days from 210 days. 

EUROPE
Italy's Investindustrial said it had
agreed to buy US-based Parker Food
Group (PFG), a leading developer
and manufacturer of specialty, value-
added ingredients in the North Amer-
ican market. PFG will form part of
Investindustrial’s broader group of
food ingredients companies including
CSM Ingredients, Hi-Food and Ital-
canditi, which jointly have a turnover
of close to € 1 billion. Investindus-
trial is a leading European group of
independently managed investment,
holding and advisory companies with
€11 billion of raised fund capital. 

MIDDLE EAST
The Saudi Arabian Oil Company
(Aramco) announced the signing of
an equity purchase agreement to ac-
quire Valvoline Inc. global products
business for US$2.65 billion. Valvo-
line Global Products is a leading
worldwide independent producer and
distributor of premium branded auto-
motive, commercial and industrial lu-
bricants, and automotive chemicals.
The strategic acquisition will comple-
ment Aramco’s line of premium
branded lubricant products, optimize
its global base oils production capa-
bilities, and expand Aramco’s own
R&D activities and partnerships.

ith pressure on all fronts, from
hot inflation, staffing shortfalls,
supply chain challenges and
raw materials shortages, for

many small companies life is getting tou-
gher. Having cash on hand to meet so
many costs rising and still be able to grow
is becoming more challenging, so it’s im-
portant to plan carefully to make sure you
have the cash you need, when you need
it, argues Paul Christensen, CEO of the
London-based  global financial services
and technology company Previse. “The
secret to growth is to have the financial
resources to grasp those opportunities
when they’re there, before they either di-
sappear or your competitors snap them
up” he wrote on June 26, in an article tit-
led “Why cash on hand is vital for SMEs”
at UK's SME Magazine. “Opportunities
in business arise more often than you
think. Knowing that you have the capital
available to fund them allows you to do
business with confidence.” In May 2022,
Previse closed the first phase of its Series
B financing. The UK-based fintech has
raised USD 18 million of new capital to
expand the availability of its innovative
‘data-driven’ working capital finance so-
lutions, designed for SMEs. The round

was led by Tencent, a global leading te-
chnology company, along participation
from existing in-
vestors including
A u g m e n t u m
Fintech and Re-
efknot. Over
USD 24 trillion
of trade is car-
ried out each
year between 20
million SMEs
and the largest
5,000 corporate
buyers globally.
The need for
working capital
finance to fund
this activity is
significant. Pre-
vise’s artificial
intelligence (AI)
based analytical tools mine the vast
amount of B2B network data to accura-
tely predict future revenues and price risk.
As an enabler for its industry, Previse’s
solutions connect SMEs with billions of
cost-effective working capital embedded
within the existing B2B platforms which
businesses use to transact.  

W
“Opportuni-
ties in busi-
ness arise
more often
than you
think. Kno-
wing that you
have the ca-
pital availa-
ble to fund
them allows
you to do bu-
siness with
confidence”

‘



he latest Business Survey con-
ducted by Bank Indonesia
points to stronger business ex-

pansion in the second quarter of 2022,
as reflected by a significant uptick in
the weighted net balance (WNB) to
14.13% from 8.71% in the first quarter
of 2022. Business activity in the Manu-
facturing Industry, Trade, Accommoda-
tion and Food Service Activities as well
as Transportation and Communication
sector expanded in the reporting period
given looser mobility restrictions in va-
rious regions, seasonal demand stoked
by national religious holidays (HBKN)
as well as the availability of production
facilities. Consistent with stronger busi-
ness activity, production capacity utili-
sation increased in the second quarter of
2022 to 73.22% from 73.08% in the
previous period.  Labour utilisation also
improved in the second quarter of 2022,
thus moving out of a contractionary
phase. Meanwhile, the latest survey
also indicates improving corporate fi-
nancial conditions compared with con-
ditions in the previous quarter,
paticularly in terms of liquidity and pro-
fitability, supported by easier access to
finance. Respondents predict solid busi-
ness activity in the third quarter of
2022, as indicated by a WNB of

13.75%, supported by several economic
sectors, including Mining and  Quar-
rying, the Manufacturing Industry in
line with the availability of production
facilities, as well as the Construction
Sector in accordance with historical
trends and growing domestic demand.
Meanwhile, respondents anticipate mo-
deration in the Agricultural, Plantation,
Livestock, Forestry and Fishing subsec-
tor, affecting the Food Crop subsector
(including horticulture) in particular,
given historical trends during the plan-
ting season. However, according to
Atradius, one of the world's largest cre-
dit insurers, there are downside risks to
the ongoing rebound.
Those are further rising prices for food
and energy and ongoing supply chain
disruptions. Other potential issues are a
marked slowdown of the Chinese eco-
nomy, which could hit commodity ex-
ports. Additionally, an excessive
tightening of global monetary policy
could have a negative impact on Indo-
nesia´s economy and exchange rate. Ho-
wever, it must be said that Indonesia´s
vulnerability to shifts in investor senti-
ment is mitigated by sound monetary
policies, a resilient banking sector and
the fact that a large part of public exter-
nal debt is long term. 
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USA
Nikola Corporation CEO and Presi-
dent Mark Russell will retire at the
end of the year and has named current
Nikola Motor President Michael
Lohscheller as his successor, the
floundering electric and Hydrogen
fuel cell vehicle maker announced.
Lohscheller will assume Russell's
President title and join the Nikola
Board of Directors effective immedi-
ately and become CEO upon Rus-
sell's retirement. Russell will remain
a member of the Board. Russell re-
placed Nikola founder Trevor Milton
as the company’s top executive after
Milton resigned in September 2020
following fraud accusations. 

FRANCE
Accor Group’s business rebounded
significantly in H1 2022 after two
years of Covid-related disruptions
in the tourism and hospitality in-
dustry. In Q2 2022, activity recov-
ered to levels close to, if not above,
the 2019 levels in almost all of  ge-
ographies. The only laggards were
China, which is impacted by travel
restrictions and South East Asia,
which is highly dependent on Chi-
nese visitors.  During first-half
2022, Accor opened 85 hotels, rep-
resenting 11,700 rooms. The Group
reported H1 2022 revenue of
€1,725 million, up 97% like-for-
like compared with H1 2021. 

BRAZIL
Natura &Co's second quarter per-
formance continued to reflect the
challenging environment in which
it is operating, but the Group
recorded positive signs and posted
consolidated net revenue of R$8.7
billion, up 0.4% at constant cur-
rency (-8.6% in BRL), on the back
of a very strong comparable base,
as Q2 of last year saw sales growth
of 31.7% at constant currency (CC)
and 36.2% in BRL. Natura &Co is
a global, purpose-driven, multi-
channel and multi-brand cosmetics
group which includes Avon,
Natura, The Body Shop and Aesop.

INDIA
Conglomerate Adani will invest $5.2
billion in setting up an alumina refinery
in the eastern Indian state of Odisha,  as
the company run by richest Indian
Gautam Adani adds one more business.
In a press statement, Adani said it will
set up a 4-million tonnes a year alu-
mina refinery near bauxite mines as
well as an iron ore project. 

JAPAN
Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insur-
ance will offer coverage through Ama-
zon Japan's website starting Aug. 22,
the NIKKEI reported. Tokio Marine
will be the first major insurance com-
pany in Japan to sell coverage in this
way. Tokio Marine Insurance Com-
pany was first established in 1879.
Over the years, it has added products
and services, acquired other businesses,
and merged with other companies. 

CORPORATE
WORLD

n June, the presidency of the Eu-
ropean Council and European
Parliament reached an agreement

on a draft directive on minimum wages
in the EU. The minimum wage is the
lowest remuneration that employees
should receive for their work. An esti-
mated one in 10 employees across the
bloc earns the minimum wage, but the
levels vary dramatically from country to
country. Luxembourg has by far the
highest minimum wage of €13.05, fol-
lowed by Ireland, the Netherlands, Ger-
many and Belgium. Bulgaria has the
lowest at €2.19, followed by Hungary
and Romania. One of the major factors
for the gap is the difference in the cost of
living. The planned directive is unlikely
to affect six  of the EU's 27 member
states that have no minimum wage. Aus-

tria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Italy and
Sweden all rely instead on collective pay
bargaining. But under the deal the 21 that
do would be required to follow common
rules but not the same rates. Members of
the European Parliament (MEPs) will
vote on the new rules during the plenary
session in Strasbourg in September.
MEPs expect the rules will lead EU
countries to achieve real wage growth
and avoid competition on labour costs in
the single market, as well as help reduce
the gender pay gap, as nearly 60% of
minimum wage earners in the EU are
women. Because the issue of wages is
not an EU competence, June's agreement
aims to act as a spur. It also provides ne-
gotiating tools for social actors like
unions and businesses, but is in no way
binding. 

survey of chief financial officers (CFOs)
in 18 European countries by Deloitte has
found widespread pessimism over

short-term business
prospects, with Spa-
nish CFOs topping
the list, as 66% said
they do not see any
immediate prospects
of improvement, fol-
lowed by Austrians
(61%), Greeks (53%)
and Germans (52%).
High inflation, geopo-
litical uncertainties
and supply chain is-
sued their biggest
concerns. CFOs in the automotive industry, still
reeling from the semiconductor chip shortage
and supply chain problems, report the lowest
business confidence. The proportion of CFOs in
the automotive sector who say they are less op-
timistic about their financial prospects has dou-
bled from 30% in autumn 2021 to 61% in spring
2022. CFOs from the tourism & travel sector,
by contrast, are the most optimistic across all
sectors with half (55%) saying they are more
optimistic about the financial prospects for their
company as  they consider that risks have ac-
tually fallen. CFOs in all other sectors except
automotive plan to increase hiring in the next
12 months. CFOs in the business and professio-
nal services sector (75%) and tourism & travel
(72%) are the most confident that they will be
increasing the employee headcount over the
next 12 months. In contrast, a significant por-
tion of CFOs in automotive (33%) plan to de-
crease the employee headcount over the next
year, the highest across all sectors. One reason
for the strength of corporate hiring plans is the
pronounced shortage of skilled labour. 

Agreement on mini-
mum wage directive 

I

T

INDONESIA - SURVEY

C-SUITEEU - WAGES

A

Spanish CFOs
most pessimis-
tic of Europeans 

Jose Manuel Dominguez
Carravilla, CFO Pro-
gramme Leader Deloitte
Spain

More companies
with foreign capital 
Over 3000 new businesses with foreign ca-
pital were established in H1 2022 in Romania,
a 35.1% y-o-y increase. However, the total
subscribed share capital of the 3,476 new
companies stood at USD 20.242 million,
which is 9.8% lower than the one of compa-
nies registered in the same period last year,
according to data from the National Trade Re-
gister Office. In June 2022 alone, 638 compa-
nies with foreign participation in the share
capital were registered. Most of them were re-
gistered in professional, administrative, scien-
tific and technical activities (23.04%),
wholesale and retail, car and motorcycle re-
pairs (24.29% of the total) and transport, sto-
rage and communications (16.3%).The 3,476
new businesses added this year join the nearly
a quarter of a million companies in Romania
(240,323) with foreign participation in the
share capital. By June 2022, such companies'
total foreign financial backing stood at USD
66.609 billion. The largest number of compa-
nies with foreign participation was with inves-
tors from Italy, respectively 51,167
(subscribed capital of USD 3.967 billion), but
the highest value of the share capital belongs
to Dutch companies, respectively USD 12.582
billion, in 5,792 companies. 

ROMANIA

Downside risks to the ongoing rebound exist Atradius warns
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Business activity
increases and moves
forward

Photo: David Capdevila CEO Atradius
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Entrepreneurs&Enterprises

EU
Small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) are often referred to as the
backbone of the European economy.
Among the EU Member States,
micro and small enterprises con-
tributed the highest shares of value
added in the non-financial business
economies of Malta (55.8% of total
value added generated by micro and
small enterprises), Cyprus (52.9%)
and Estonia (52.6%). Meanwhile,
medium-sized enterprises con-
tributed the highest shares of value
added in Estonia (26.0% of total
value added generated by medium
enterprises), Latvia and Lithuania
(both 25.1%), Eurostat data show.

INDIA
Mumbai's BSE, Asia’s oldest stock
exchange, launched a dedicated plat-
form for listing small and medium en-
terprises (SMEs) in March 2012 and
since then hundreds of such entities
from across the country have listed.
As many as 383 SME companies
were listed on the BSE SME platform
(till mid-July 2022) out of which 147
companies have migrated on BSE
main board, according to Ajay Kumar
Thakur, who heads the SME and
start-up segment of BSE and told
Business Today India that the success
of the platform has created confidence
and brought positivity among SMEs
and other stake holders.

US
Women small business owners took
a hit this year in Guidant Financial's
survey, consistent with trends across
America. Women made up only
22.35% of surveyed business own-
ers this year, while men made up the
overwhelming majority (77.47%).
Less than one percent chose to iden-
tify as a gender other than male or
female.  Most survey respondents
identified as White or Caucasian
(84.75%). 

AUSTRALIA
Business management platform
MYOB has released its latest Busi-
ness Monitor findings, revealing a
third (31%) of small and medium
sized enterprises (SME) owners and
operators consider mental health to
be an immediate concern, but almost
one in three (30%) find it difficult to
talk about.  MYOB Chief Em-
ployee Experience Officer, Helen
Lea, said the findings come at an al-
ready stressful time for business
owners with cost-of-living concerns
for consumers, inflationary and sup-
ply chain pressures for businesses
just around the corner.  

EEMEA
Seventy-seven per cent of small
and medium-sized businesses in
Eastern Europe, the Middle East,
and Africa are planning to do more
business internationally according
to data from Mastercard’s 2022
Borderless Payment Report. The
research for the report covered
over 3,000 small businesses from
around the world.

SMEs

14%
HBO Max cuts
14% of staff prima-
rily from the divi-
sion’s reality,
casting and acquisi-
tions departments,
CNBC reported cit-
ing people familiar
with the matter. No
shows will be can-
celed as part of the
job cuts.

23%
Sofia airport opera-
tor  SOF Connect
sees full-year pas-
senger traffic 23%
lower compared to
the pre-Covid year
of 2019, the Bul-
garian firm said. 

$1.18bn
Chinese authorities
slapped Didi Global
with an 8 billion
yuan ($1.18 billion)
fine on July 21,
concluding a probe
that forced the ride-
hailing leader to
delist from New
York within a year
of its debut and
made foreign in-
vestors wary about
China's tech sector. 

survey of more than 500 local
SMEs has revealed that around a
third (32%) of SMEs are struggling
to fill vacancies as the impacts of a

tight labour market and high inflation send bu-
siness confidence to near-record lows. Insights
from the latest MYOB SME Snapshot also
showed that more than half (59%) of SMEs
have increased wages but finding talent to fill
job roles remains an ongoing struggle. Loo-
king across the sectors, some are finding it
particularly difficult to find new staff - inclu-
ding SMEs operating in the manufacturing
sector (57%) and construction and trades
(37%). Almost half (47%) of the manufactu-
ring sector businesses surveyed currently have
roles vacant, pointing to a real strain on the in-
dustry. Just 8% of businesses have decreased
wages with the majority saying this is because
of the impacts of COVID-19, while 32% of

SMEs say their wages have remained the
same. Inflationary pressures are now outstrip-
ping the ongoing impacts of the Covid-19 as
the key concerns of local businesses, the sur-
vey has found. The annual inflation rate in
New Zealand increased 7.3% in the second
quarter of 2022, following a 6.9% gain in the
previous period and above forecasts of 7.1%.
It was the highest since the second quarter of
1990. Year-on-year revenue is down for 44%
of SMEs, with just 17% reporting a revenue
increase in the last 12 months. Looking ahead,
more than a third (38%) of businesses polled
say they expect their revenue to fall over the
next 12 months, while 24% expect to see an
improvement. The fall in revenue is particu-
larly marked in Auckland, where 52% of
SMEs reported a decline over the past 12
months, compared to 39% in Christchurch
and 34% in Wellington. 

n the first half of this year,
Poznan-headquartered retailer
Zabka opened 577 new stores
bringing the chain’s total num-

ber of outlets to over 8,500.
More than 7,200 are operated by franchi-
sees, which the company says is contri-
buting significantly to the development
of micro- and small businesses in Poland.
“We continue our development – not only
are we opening more sites, but we are
also investing in new store formats, im-
proving franchise offer, and innovative
solutions” says Adam Manikowski, Ma-
naging Director of Żabka Polska.
“Our chain already has more than 8,500
stores, and we start new facilities in pla-
ces that allow us to be as close to custo-
mers as possible. In our portfolio, we
have various types of stores: office buil-
dings, transit points, traffic locations, and
gas stations. At the same time, we are im-
plementing several projects which are
part of our Responsibility Strategy, one
of the main areas of which is to increase
the satisfaction of franchisees with our
cooperation.” Zabka opens its facilities

not only in agglomerations and large ci-
ties but also in towns below 50 thousand
residents. In many of them, there was no
Żabka store before – as in Bogu-
chwałowice (Silesian voivodeship),
where the 8500th store is located.
Boguchwałowice is a village on the
Przeczycko-Siewierski Lagoon, approx.
35 km from Katowice. 752 people are li-
ving here, which means that it is curren-
tly the smallest place where the Żabka
chain store has been launched. Franchi-
see Mateusz Karcz is satisfied with such
location of the site “A store run in the
smallest village in Poland is a huge chal-
lenge for me, but an even bigger opportu-
nity. I come from a small village and I
appreciate the great potential of this type
of place, especially in the context of run-
ning a store.
A small village means there are trusted
and permanent customers who build a
local community” he admits.  Across
twenty years of its operations on Polish
market, Zabka has won the position of
the leader in the convenience sales seg-
ment. 

Zabka Polska chain
opens 8500th store 
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POLAND - RETAIL

NEW ZEALAND - KEY CONCERNS
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Good 
Deals

Bad
Deals Inflation instability weighing

on business confidence 

Enterprises to
access variety of
financial services
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) found
that SMEs are disproportionately affected by
the $1.7 trillion trade finance gap – the differ-
ence between the number of applications to fi-
nance companies’ participation in international
operations and the number of approvals. SMEs
account for 40% of such rejections, much
higher than their share of applications. Enter-
prises within the Central Asian region will now
access a variety of financial services. This is en-
visioned in the strategy to promote digitalization
in Central Asia Regional Economic Coopera-
tion (CAREC) Program member countries. 
"With the help of digital solutions, enterprises
within the CAREC region can access a variety
of financial services. These include online lend-
ing platforms where more favorable terms may
be available to e-payment providers. Digital
platforms provide vulnerable groups, including
women, young people, and the elderly, avenues
to expand their economic opportunities," the
plan said.  Georgia’s Innovation and Technol-
ogy Agency (GITA) has proposed to help build
a regional innovation and start-up ecosystem,
and host training and networking for start-ups
from across the region. 

CENT. ASIA - EXPANSION

$350mln
VC firm Andreessen
Horowitz announced
plans to invest in
Adam Neumann’s
new residential real
estate company
called Flow. The
New York Times said
the VC firm invested
about $350 million in
Flow. 

$2 bn 
Binance  has ob-
tained in-principle
approval from Kaza-
khstan's Astana Fi-
nancial Services
Authority to operate
in that country.  The
cryptocurrency ex-
change's average
daily trading volume
is $2 billion.

$1.8 bn
Japanese carmaker
Toyota Motor Corp
plans to invest 27.1
trillion rupiah ($1.80
billion) in Indonesia
in the next 5 years to
produce EVs, accord-
ing to Indonesia's
economics ministry.
Indonesia aims to be-
come a global hub for
producing and ex-
porting EVs

Finding talent to fill job roles remains an ongoing struggle

Business success to thousands of individual entrepreneurs across
the country within the franchise system
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continued its hiking cycle, increasing rates
by 75 basis points for the second consecu-
tive meeting after headline inflation reached
another multi-decade high of 9.1% (y-o-y)
in June. However, Fed Chair Jerome Powell
commented that the pace of policy tightening
is likely to relent from here. This anticipation
of a policy pivot supported risk assets over the
month. Meanwhile, the US economy entered
a technical recession during the second quar-
ter, as GDP contracted 0.9% on an annualized
basis following a decline of 1.6% in Q1. Two
quarters of negative growth means the US is
technically in recession.

ASIA
Asia ex Japan equities registered a negative
return in July, when market events were
overshadowed by the assassination of
Japan's former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
the country's longest-serving leader. As
widely expected, the Bank of Japan main-
tained its key short-term interest rate at -
0.1% and that for 10-year bond yields
around 0% during its July meeting, but cut
its 2022 GDP growth forecast to 2.4% from
2.9% made in April. In China, equities un-
derperformed with the MSCI China index
returning -9.3% total return over July  as
housing market fears were back in focus. On

the data front, China eked out GDP growth
of 0.4% in the second quarter from a year
ago, missing expectations. It was the weak-
est performance since the first quarter of
2020. Manufacturing PMI (49.0) fell back
into contraction territory (below 50). 

EUROPE
European stocks advanced in July along
with other major markets. MSCI Europe ex
UK (+5.4% USD MoM) posted their best
monthly gain since December 2021. The
European Central Bank (ECB) delivered its
first interest rate hike in over a decade, rais-
ing interest rates by a
larger-than-expected
50 basis points (bps),
taking the eurozone
out of negative rates.
The Frankfurt-based
institution also un-
veiled its new “anti-
fragmentation tool”
which is designed to
prevent peripheral
borrowing costs from
widening. Eurozone
annual inflation at
8.9% in July, with en-
ergy prices again con-

tributing the largest proportion of the rise.
There were also heightened concerns over
the security of gas supply to Europe during
the month after the Nord Stream 1 pipeline,
which supplies gas from Russia to Germany,
was closed for maintenance and then re-
opened at reduced capacity. European natu-
ral gas prices jumped to fresh highs and the
European Commission requested that EU
members look to reduce their consumption
by 15%, The request  was met with dis-
agreement from several counties of the bloc,
raising the risk of European disunity in the
months ahead. 

Tides turns for US and European stocks due to potentially less aggressive central banks

espite a weaker growth back-
drop, geopolitical and inflation
concerns, volatility – particularly
for developed market equities –
eased in July. Russia and Ukraine

remain in a stalemate, Japan's former Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe was assassinated, Mario
Draghi resigned as Italian PM -leading to an-
other general election in Italy- while Boris
Johnson announced his departure as UK's pre-
mier (from early September). Inflation con-
tinued to accelerate across the world. For the
US, UK and Eurozone, inflation exceeded
previous multi-decade highs.  Recession risk
has risen in Europe and the US is technically
already in one. But investors' optimism that
inflation had crested and recessionary pres-
sures would cause central banks to retreat
from planned  interest rate increases sustained
the markets last month. This held even in the
face of another 75-basis-point hike by the US
Federal Reserve. US equities outperformed
the rest of the world. Emerging market equi-
ties posted a negative return amid weakness
in China where concerns about the property
market impacted the real estate sector.

US
US markets rebounded driven by a big surge
in ‘growth’ technology-like stocks. The Fed

Equities rally in developed mar-
kets in spite of weaker macro 
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ECB Exits
Negative
Rates
On July 21 the European Central Bank
raised interest rates for the first time since
2011, increasing three key rates by 50 basis
point. The central bank also introduced the
“Transmission Protection Instrument” (TPI)
under which it will be able to purchase euro-
zone countries’ bonds under certain condi-
tions to counter “unwarranted market
dynamics”. The move coincided with Mario
Draghi’s resignation as Italian prime minister,
with an election due on 25 September. The
collapse of former ECB president Draghi’s
government could be the first test of the new
framework. The ECB also withdrew some of
its so-called forward guidance on interest
rates. Economists polled by Reuters had pre-
dicted a 25 bp increase but most favored a 50
bp hike. ECB President Christine Lagarde
(pictured) said a clear deterioration of the in-
flation outlook and unanimous backing for
the anti-fragmentation instrument justified
the bigger move. 

MSCI World ($) 

7.9%
( July 2022 1M% )
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Natural Gas Price Benchmarks-July 2022
($/mmbtu)
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$48.4bn
Strong market conditions dur-
ing second quarter drove up
Saudi Aramco's net income
22.7% from Q1 2022, the en-
ergy giant said. Q2 net income
rose 90% YoY to $48.4 bil-
lion. The company declared a
dividend of $18.8 billion to be
paid in the third quarter. 

41%
Greek tanker owners in-
creased their exposure to
Russian oil trades by 41%
over May and June. Centrofin
Management, Minerva Ma-
rine, TMS Tankers and Tsakos
Group are among the well-
known private companies lift-
ing Russian cargoes,
according to Lloyds List.

575%
Export volumes on Aframax
vessels for crude and dirty pe-
troleum products (DPP) for
short-haul voyages within the
southeast Asia rose by
111,074t to 749,901t for July
from an average of 638,827t
for the first half of this year,
according to vessel departure
data from oil analytics firm
Vortexa. 

42%
Permian oil production
growth is set to outpace
OPEC heavyweight Iraq this
year and next as demand for
oil surges on historically tight
supply, Rystad Energy re-
search shows. Total oil output
from the Permian is forecast
to grow by almost 1 million
barrels per day (bpd) this year,
jumping from 4.7 million to
5.6 million bpd.  In 2023, the
Permian is on track to account
for about half of all US oil
output of 13.2 million bpd, up
from about 42% in 2021.  

0.5mln b/d
Libya’s crude oil production
averaged nearly 1.2 million
barrels per day (b/d) during
2021. In late December 2021,
armed militants shut in an es-
timated 0.4 million b/d of
crude oil production. In April
2022, protesters across the
country began to blockade
several major ports and oil
fields in Libya, causing pro-
duction to fall to around 0.5
million b/d by July 2022. The
country possesses Africa's
largest proven reserves of
crude and has easy access to
European markets.

OIL

AMERICAS
OIL & GAS

915.8mln 
Crude oil inventories in
the US dropped by 21.8
million barrels to 915.8
million barrels in June,
which was the lowest
level since 2004, the latest
data from the Joint Organ-
isations Data Initiative
(JODI) showed.

36 %
In H1 2022 Brazil ex-
ported 36% less oil to
China than in the same
period last year. Likewise
exports to India fell
53.8%, according to data
from Brazil’s Foreign
Trade Secretariat.

61%
Venezuelan crude oil ex-
ports bounced back with
the country shipping an
average of 630,500 bpd of
crude and fuel in June.
The number represents a
61% increase compared
to May, when sales
reached their lowest level
in 19 months.

EUROPE
OIL & GAS

60 %
Russian state gas com-
pany Gazprom said on
Aug.16 that European gas
prices could spike by
60% to more than $4,000
per 1,000 cubic metres
this winter.

6.8%
European natural gas
benchmark futures settled
6.8% higher on Aug. 15,
the highest level since
early March according to
Bloomberg.

€12bn
Germany's biggest gas im-
porter Uniper reported a
loss of more than 12 billion
euros  in H1 2022. About
6.5 billion euros of the
losses were related to inter-
ruptions in gas deliveries
from Russia.

65.7%
OMV Petrom, the largest
integrated energy com-
pany in Southern and
Eastern Europe, for 2Q
2022 reported net profit
worth RON2.89 billion,
up 65.7% from the previ-
ous quarter.

rilling of high-impact oil and gas prospects is set to re-
bound this year after a disappointing 2021, when success
rates plunged towards record lows, Rystad Energy research
shows. These critical wells have found hydrocarbons 47% of

the time so far this year, up from a measly 28% for 2021. With more
than four months still to go in 2022, discovered volumes from high-im-
pact wells have nearly quadrupled to over 1.7 billion barrels of oil equiv-
alent (boe) – a positive sign for global hydrocarbon supply. A total of

33 high-impact wells are set to be drilled this year, the largest annual
number since Rystad Energy started tracking the sector in 2015. This is
only slightly more than last year’s 29 high-impact probes, which only
yielded 450 million boe because of the low success rate.
Rystad Energy classifies high-impact wells through a combination of
factors, including the size of the prospect, whether they would unlock
new hydrocarbon resources in frontier areas or emerging basins, and
their significance to the operator. Bucking recent trends, discovered liq-

High-impact well activity set   
to rebound this year
D

ANALYSIS      
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2%
New measures to reduce Ger-
many's gas consumption by
2% require strict cutbacks by
public and private users as Eu-
rope battles a sharp reduction
in Russian gas supplies, Econ-
omy Minister Robert Habeck
told the Sueddeutsche Zeitung
newspaper. Around half of
German households rely on
gas for their heating.

12%
US natural gas pipeline exports
from West Texas to Mexico av-
eraged 1.6 billion cubic feet
per day (Bcf/d) during May
2022—the most pipeline ex-
ports from West Texas on
record, according to EIA's
most recent monthly data.
Compared with 2021, U.S.
pipeline exports from West
Texas increased by 12% from
January through May 2022 to
average 1.4 Bcf/d. 

40%
Russia’s natural gas exports by
pipeline to the European
Union (EU) and the United
Kingdom (UK) declined by al-
most 40% during the first
seven months of 2022 com-
pared with the same period in
2021 and by almost 50% com-
pared with the previous five-
year (2017–21) average,
according to data from Refini-
tiv Eikon.

30%
The Panama Canal- the main
waterway for North America's
energy exports to Asian desti-
nations- has seen a 30% fall in
the traffic of vessels carrying
liquefied natural gas (LNG),
driven by Asia's weak demand
for U.S. LNG and limited ex-
ports from the U.S. Gulf Coast
since a terminal explosion in
June, the waterway's authority
told Reuters in early August.

$700mln
Argentina and a consortium of
three international oil compa-
nies (Total Austral, Pan Amer-
ican Energy and Wintershall
Dea) signed an agreement by
which the Fenix gas field at the
San Sebastián Bay will be de-
veloped in two years time with
an investment of US$ 700 mil-
lion. The agreement includes a
decree which reinstates bene-
fits for the hydrocarbons in-
dustry, particularly new
undertakings as contemplated
in Law 19,640. 

GAS

ASIA & PACIFIC
OIL & GAS

965k bpd
Indonesia's state energy
company Pertamina's H1
production of oil and gas
stood at 965,000 barrels
of oil equivalent per day
(BOEPD), up from
850,000 BOEPD in the
same period last year

$2.6bn
Australia's Santos Ltd said
on Aug.17 it will move
ahead with developing the
$2.6 billion Pikka oil proj-
ect in Alaska. First oil from
the 80,000 barrel per day
project is expected in 2026.

17%
Japan's biggest oil and
gas explorer Inpex Corp
lifted its full-year net
profit forecast by 17% as
strong prices of oil and
natural gas boosted its
first-half earnings while
a weaker yen also lent
support. 

MENA
OIL & GAS

30 bn bcm
Africa could replace as
much as one-fifth of Russ-
ian gas exports to Europe
by 2030, based on estimates
by the IEA. Additional 30
billion cubic metres (bcm)
of African gas a year could
flow to Europe by then. 

647kT
Saudi Arabia imported
647,000 tonnes of fuel oil
from Russia via Russian
and Estonian ports in April-
June. That was up from
320,000 tonnes y-o-y, Re-
finitiv Eikon data showed.

54%
Abu Dhabi state energy
firm Taqa toasted a 54%
surge in profits for H1
2022 amid an oil and gas
price windfall. 

$879
Spending on the energy
sector in the Middle East
and North Africa could
reach $879 billion over
the next five years, ac-
cording to Apicorp. 

uids have accounted for 1.2 billion boe or almost 70% of the volumes
this year, while gas discoveries total about 550 million boe. In previous
years, gas discoveries have vastly outnumbered liquids volumes. This
year’s reversal is mainly due to two significant oil offshore discoveries
in Namibia – TotalEnergies’ Venus and Shell’s Graff. “Last year was
disappointing for discovering gas and liquid volumes from high-impact
wells, but 2022 is on track to make up for that slump. If the success rate
seen in the first half of 2022 holds for the full year, we could be in for

one of the most productive annual volumes total on record,” says Rystad
Energy senior analyst Taiyab Zain Shariff. Of the 33 expected high-im-
pact wells this year, 19 have already been completed, four are in
progress, and 10 are scheduled to be completed before next year.  More
than 45% of wells completed so far in 2022 are in South America and
Africa, followed by Australia and Europe with 16% each of completed
wells. By individual country, Australia accounted for the most completed
high-impact wells with three.

by Rystad Energy senior analyst Taiyab Zain Shariff  



nergy markets have been roiled
in recent months, with a cascade
of economic and political turmoil
felt around the world. Consumers
are grappling with price spikes on
everything from natural gas and

coal to gasoline, groceries, cars, rent.
Energy officials worry that years of underinvest-
ment in the energy sector, strong demand and
supply disruptions have wide-reaching conse-
quences, sending the world careening into a crisis
that will rival or even exceed the energy shocks
of the 1970s, which was prompted by the 1973
Arab oil embargo and the 1979 Iranian Revolu-
tion. Investment in upstream oil and gas has

fallen sharply in recent years, from an average of
nearly US$ 750 billion a year in 2012-16 to just
US$ 400 billion a year in 2017-21, limiting the
industry’s ability to respond as demand has risen. 
"Now we have an oil crisis, a gas crisis and an
electricity crisis at the same time," 
Fatih Birol, the executive director of the Interna-
tional Energy Agency, told Der Spiegel in an in-
terview this summer. "This energy crisis is much
bigger than the oil crises of the 1970s and 1980s. 
And it will probably last longer." Speaking at the
World Economic Forum in Davos in May, he also
said he thought we were “in the middle of the first
global energy crisis.” Energy policy expert Jason
Bordoff and Harvard University professor

Meghan O'Sullivan warned in late March in a
piece at The Economist that the world was on the
cusp of "what may become the worst energy cri-
sis since the 1970s." 
Of course, there are key differences between
today and the 1970s but this crisis is not con-
tained to oil.
The first oil crisis in 1973 when Arab oil-produc-
ing countries imposed an embargo which ran
until March 1974 caused a spike in crude oil
prices that led to a global recession. It was also
marked by hours-long lines at gas stations, fuel
shortages and panic. 
The price of oil jumped almost fourfold between
October 1973 and January 1974, from $2.90 to
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Today's Energy Crisis
worse than 1970s

E

Oil & Gas Industry
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The first modern oil well
in America was drilled
by Edwin Drake in Ti-
tusville, Pennsylvania in
1859. The discovery of
petroleum in Titusville
led to the Pennsylvania
‘oil rush’, making oil
one of the most valuable
commodities in America. 

$70
Global oil prices
are expected to fall
to almost $70 per
barrel by the end of
2024 said Moody's
Analytics in a re-
cent report on the
Asia Pacific
(APAC) region.

13%
US oil reserves
held by 50 large
companies rose by
13% over the five
years ended in De-
cember, according
to an Ernst &
Young report.

7%
The German
government has
announced plans
to lower the value-
added tax on gas
from 19% to 7%
until the end of
March 2024 to ease
the pressure of
rising energy costs
on households. 

7.7%
India's demand for
oil products is pro-
jected to rise from
4.77 million barrels
per day (bpd) in
2022 to 5.14 million
bpd in 2023, OPEC
said in its monthly
oil report. 

47%
Natural gas made
up 47% of NYISO's
power generation
stack in 2021 and is
expected to grow
slightly to 50% for
2022, according to
S&P Global Com-
modity Insights' lat-
est North American
Electricity Five-
year Forecast

110k bpd
SVB estimates Iran-
ian crude exports in
July rose by
110,000 barrels per
day from June to
810,000 bpd.  Petro-
Logistics, which
also tracks the
flows, saw a boost
in June above
850,000 bpd

LATEST
REPORTS

Oil, coal and natural gas prices have surged reminding many experts of the troubled decade of
the seventies but now is the beginning of something else, less predictable and difficult to forecast
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Inadequate investment in the oil and gas sector is the chief
reason behind the recent spike in prices and OPEC is not to
blame, OPEC Secretary-General Haitham Al Ghais told
CNBC on Aug. 17. "There are other factors beyond OPEC
that are really behind the spike we have seen in gas (and) in
oil. And again, I think in a nutshell, for me, it is underin-
vestment — chronic underinvestment,” he told CNBC.Oil
has soared in 2022, coming close to an all-time high of $147
in March. Prices have fallen since as those concerns were
edged out by the prospect of recession. 

OPEC not to blame
for spike in oil & gas
prices

PHOTO: Haitham Al Ghais, OPEC Secretary-General

The challenges and uncertainties facing the global energy
system are at their greatest for almost 50 years, at the time
of the last great energy shocks of the 1970s...The growing
shortages and increasing prices highlight the continuing im-
portance of energy ‘security’ and ‘affordability’ alongside
‘lower carbon’ when addressing the energy trilemma...Re-
sponding to those multiple challenges and uncertainties re-
quires timely, objective and comprehensive data. That is the
role bp’s Statistical Review of World Energy has been play-
ing for the past 71 years and continues to play this year.”

Global energy sys-
tem faces challenges
uncertainty

PHOTO: Spencer Dale, Chief economist BP

The first half of the year was characterized by supply-side con-
straints that pushed commodities prices up significantly. A
lineup of analysts still say another rally is imminent, and it will
happen by year’s end. UBS eyes up to 20% returns for com-
modities–across the board–over the next six to 12 months. “In
general, commodity supply is constrained due to years of un-
derinvestment — official inventories are low across multiple
sectors — and because of weather-related and geopolitical
factors. Meanwhile, we see positive demand trends,” UBS’
Mark Haefele said in a note to clients. “[...] utput will struggle
to keep pace with rising demand. In the oil market, where there
has been similar underinvestment, OPEC+ producers have
limited or no spare capacity,” he added. 

Wall Street bullish on
commodities again 

PHOTO:  Mark Haefele Chief Investment Officer UBS

High impact drilling activity will pick up in H2 2022 with
between 80 and 90 high impact wells expected to have been
drilled by the end of 2022, the highest number since 2019
when 98 high impact wells completed. S.America will con-
tinue to be an exploration hot spot with more wells planned
for the Suriname-Guyana basin and offshore Brazil. Africa
will see a return to high impact exploration in 2022, with key
wells planned in South Africa, Mozambique and Zimbabwe
following the successes in Namibia earlier in the year. Whilst
activity levels in Asia-Pacific and NW Europe are relatively
stable, 2022 sees a return to high impact exploration in the
deepwater of the Eastern Mediterranean after 2021.

Exploration shows
signs of recovery

PHOTO:   Jamie Collard, Senior Analyst  at Westwood Energy 

Neal Dingmann, 
Managing Direc-
tor of Energy Re-
search, Truist
Securities

Limited oil and gas capacity
Oil and gas companies “have very limited incremental
capacity” Dingmann told Yahoo Finance Live on Aug.22.
The analyst believes oil could fall to about $80 per barrel
this year, before jumping to $110 in early next year.
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$11.65 a barrel. Gross domestic product –
the total value of products and services pro-
duced in a country – fell by 7% in Japan,
4.7% in the US and 2.5% in Europe. 
Fuel rationing came into force in some
countries because of shortages.In the run-
up to the 1973 oil crisis, industrial countries
had become “increasingly dependent” on
oil imports from a region known for its “po-
litical fragility”, according to the Interna-
tional Energy Agency. Those same
industrial countries had been “wasteful and
inefficient” in their energy use and had
“woefully underdeveloped” measures to
conserve energy. They had also failed to
properly explore alternative energy sources
to oil, or develop their own production. Fast
forward to 2022 and nobody seemed to pay
attention to geopolitics. Russia has one foot
on the hose and one hand on the valve, con-
fident in the knowledge it remains king-
maker of Europe’s energy fortunes. 
When the first Russian tanks began rolling
into Ukraine the West sought to avoid tar-
geting Russia's energy supplies directly be-
cause it was simply too critical to global
markets but that hands-off approach did not
last, with the United States and other coun-
tries banning Russian energy imports. Eu-
ropean Union leaders agreed in May to
embargo 90% of Russian oil imports into
the bloc by year-end. 
In late July, the European Commission is-
sued a dire winter and economic outlook,
warning that a Russian shutoff was immi-
nent and that countries should reduce gas
consumption by 45 billion cubic meters
(bcm) from August to March — equivalent
to a bloc-wide gas cut of around 15%— if
they hoped to avoid freezing populations
and a 1.5% drop in GDP due to destroyed
industry. 
Russian state gas company Gazprom said
on Aug. 16 that European gas prices could
spike by 60% to more than $4,000 per

1,000 cubic metres this winter. Dutch
wholesale gas prices hit an all-time high of
nearly 335 euros per megawatt hour
(MWh) in spring. The high prices have
caused some industrial facilities and power
generators to close their doors because they
can’t afford to keep running. 
As Europe is scrambling to build up its en-
ergy stockpiles ahead of the winter, the
process is being frustrated by a huge sum-
mer heatwave, which has damaged energy
systems by drying rivers. 
The crucial Rhine waterway -the single
most important method of transport for oil
products from Amsterdam-Rotterdam-
Antwerp to Germany and Switzerland-will
fall to even lower levels than previously
feared, according to German officials. 

The perfect storm
is here
The announced closure for maintenance of the
Nord Stream 1 pipeline — which supplies
most of Russia's gas to Europe — between 31
August and 2 September, has further height-
ened fears of shortages and sent natural gas
prices in Europe soaring. 
Benchmark gas prices in the EU surged 13%
on Aug. 22 to a record peak, having doubled
in just a month to be 14 times higher than the
average of the past decade. But global whole-
sale gas and electricity prices were already ris-
ing in 2021 due to higher demand as
economies reopened from Covid-19 lock-
downs, and as competition for supplies be-
tween regions intensified.  
The possibility of a recession in Europe
now seems “clear-cut,” Citi economists and
strategists said  as the heavy industry is fac-
ing tough rationing in the coming months.
The perfect storm is here and some fear this
may just be the beginning with no one able
to say with certainty exactly how all of this
will play out.  

OPINION

Top 5 oil
producing 
countries 

1.United States

18,875,000 bpd

2.Saudi Arabia

10,835,000 bpd

3.Russia

10,778,000 bpd

4.Canada

5,558,000 bpd

5. China

4,993,000 bpd

Top 5 natural
gas producing
countries

1.US 

934.2 bcm

2.Russia

701.7 bcm

3.Iran 

256.7 bcm

4. China

209.2 bcm

5.Qatar

177.0 bcm

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2022

EU Natural Gas
(Jan-Aug 2022)

WTI crude oil 
(Jan-Aug.2022) 
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BANKING &
FINANCE

Central Banks

ince the start of this
year, investors have
substantially priced
in weakness in the

world’s largest economy. US
GDP contracted 0.9% in the
second quarter of 2022  fol-
lowing a contraction of 1.6%
in the first quarter, putting the
country in a technical reces-
sion by global standards. In
most countries, two succes-
sive quarters of GDP decline
qualify as a recession – but not
in the US, where an independ-
ent body of eight economists
called the Business Cycle Dat-
ing Committee makes such a
determination. The group says
it takes a wide look at eco-
nomic indicators — real per-
sonal income, employment,
various forms of real con-
sumer spending, and industrial
production. None of these in-
dicators are pointing towards
a recession at this moment in
time. Sure enough, a strong
jobs report for July lent sup-
port to the argument that the
labor market is in such good

shape that the US cannot be in
recession.  But the US econ-
omy still faces the risk of a se-
vere recession in the next 12
months despite the current
strength of the labour market,
renowned economist Mo-
hamed El-Erian warned. “The
data confirm that, even though
the technical definition of re-
cession was triggered by the
0.9 per cent second-quarter
GDP decline, the economy is
not in a recession using the
more holistic concept
favoured by the vast majority
of economists. But this does
not mean that the risk of a re-
cession within the next 12
months has been eliminated.
Nor does it guarantee that a re-
cession, were it to occur,
would be shallow and short.”
El-Erian wrote in the Financial
Times. “Already hampered by
slow Chinese growth and the
threat of a European recession,
the last thing the global econ-
omy needs is the twin shock of
a US recession and a bigger
Fed policy mistake.”

Too early to declare 
the US recession
watch over
Severe recession risks are real despite the
strong jobs report
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EMERGING
ECONOMIES

ECONOMICS 
in BRIEF

AUGUST 1
GERMANY:  Manufacturing PMI (Jul) 
RUSSIA: S&P Global Manufacturing PMI (Jul) 
EUROZONE: Manufacturing PMI (Jul), Unem-
ployment Rate (Jun) 

UK: Manufacturing PMI (Jul)
BRAZIL: BCB Focus Market Readout  
US:  ISM Manufacturing PMI (Jul) 

AUGUST 2
AUSTRALIA: RBA Interest Rate Decision (Aug), RBA
Rate Statement  
US: JOLTs Job Openings (Jun),  API Weekly Crude Oil
Stock, FOMC Member Bullard Speaks NEW
ZEALAND: GlobalDairyTrade Price Index, Employ-
ment Change (QoQ) (Q2), Unemployment Rate (Q2) 
CHINA: Caixin Services PMI (Jul) 

AUGUST 3
UK: Composite PMI (Jul), Services PMI (Jul) 
US: ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI,  Oil Inventories,
BRAZIL: Interest Rate Decision
AUSTRALIA: Trade Balance (Jun) 

AUGUST 4
UK: Construction PMI (Jul), BoE Interest Rate Decision
(Aug), BoE Gov Bailey Speaks  
US: Initial Jobless Claims 

AUGUST 5
INDIA: Interest Rate Decision
US: Nonfarm Payrolls (Jul), Unemployment Rate (Jul)
CANADA: Employment Change (Jul), CAD Ivey PMI 

AUGUST 9
BRAZIL: BCB Copom Meeting Minutes  
US: EIA Short-Term Energy Outlook

AUGUST 12
UK: GDP (MoM) (YoY) (Q2) GDP (QoQ) (Q2), Manu-
facturing Production (MoM) (Jun) Monthly GDP
3M/3M Change

AUGUST 14
JAPAN: JPY GDP (QoQ) (Q2) 
CHINA: CNY Industrial Production (YoY) (Jul) 
AUSTRALIA: RBA Meeting Minutes  

AUGUST 16:
UK: Average Earnings Index +Bonus (Jun), Claimant
Count Change (Jul), CPI (YoY) (Jul)
GERMANY: ZEW Economic Sentiment (Aug) 
US: Building Permits (Jul), Core Retail Sales (MoM)
(Jul), Retail Sales (MoM) (Jul), Crude Oil Inventories,
FOMC Meeting Minutes
CANADA: Core CPI (MoM) (Jul) 
NEW ZEALAND: Interest Rate Decision, Conference  
AUSTRALIA:  Employment Change (Jul)  

AUGUST 18
US: Initial Jobless Claims, Philadelphia Fed Manufac-
turing Index (Aug), Existing Home Sales (Jul) 

AUGUST 19
UK: Retail Sales MoM Jul
CANADA: Core Retail Sales MoM Jun 

AUGUST 23 
GERMANY:  Manufacturing PMI (Aug) 
US: New Home Sales (Jul) 

AUGUST 24
US: Core Durable Goods Orders (MoM) (Jul), Pending
Home Sales (MoM) (Jul) 

AUGUST 25
GERMANY: GDP (QoQ) (Q2), Ifo Business Climate
Index (Aug)
US: GDP (QoQ) (Q2) 

AUGUST 30
US: CB Consumer Confidence, JOLTs Job Openings 
CHINA: Manufacturing PMI (Aug) 

AUGUST 31
GERMANY: Unemployment Change Aug 
EUROZONE: CPI (YoY) (Aug) 
CANADA: GDP (MoM) (Jun)
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Mohamed El-Erian
is president of Queens’
College, Cambridge, and
an adviser to Allianz and
Gramercy

●CZECH REPUBLIC: The
Czech National Bank (CNB) held inter-
est rates unchanged on Aug.5, interrupt-
ing a series of hikes started in June last
year as its revamped board met for the
first time under new Governor Ales
Michl. The move makes the CNB the
first bank in Emerging Europe to halt
the tightening cycle, according to UK-
based forecaster Capital Economics. 

●US: The Federal Reserve raised its
benchmark policy rate by 0.75 percent-
age points for the second month in a
row in July and signaled more rises
were likely coming to combat inflation
that is running at a 40-year high. Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell offered fewer
specifics about the magnitude of up-
coming rate rises and hinted at an even-
tual slowdown. Analysts at BlackRock
said in a note: "Central banks today face
sharp trade-offs between growth and in-
flation. We expect the Fed to change
course only next year, when the eco-
nomic effects of rate rises become
clear."

●CHINA: The People’s Bank of
China (PBOC) in its quarterly monetary
policy report released on Aug. 10, said
it will safeguard the economy against
inflation threats, pledging to avoid mas-
sive stimulus and excessive money
printing to spur growth. Soaring prices
in US and Europe are a lesson for
China, the PBOC said adding that infla-
tion may exceed 3% in some months.
In terms of economic fundamentals,
China has favorable conditions to keep
prices generally stable, the PBOC said.

●RWANDA:The National Bank of
Rwanda (BNR) has increased the key
repo rate from 5% to 6%. The key repo
rate is the fee at which the central bank
lends to commercial banks. The higher
the rate, the more it is likely to reduce liq-
uidity in the banking system. According
to Governor John Rwangombwa,
Rwanda’s headline inflation is projected
to average around 12.1 percent in this year.

Weekly Jobless
Claims Rise 
US: First-time claims for U.S. unem-
ployment benefits saw another modest
increase in the week ended August 6th,
according to a report released by the
Labor Department. The report showed
initial jobless claims rose to 262,000, an
increase of 14,000 from the previous
week's revised level of 248,000.

Unemployment rate
increases 
FRANCE: The unemployment rate
stood at 7.4% in the second quarter versus
7.3% in the March quarter, data from the
statistical office INSEE showed. Econo-
mists had forecast the rate to remain stable
at 7.3%. 

Trade balance
swings to deficit 
ITALY: Italy's foreign trade balance
turned to a deficit in June from a surplus
in the previous year as exports were 21.2%
while imports grew at a much faster pace
of 44.2%.The trade balance in June was a
shortfall of EUR 2.166 billion against a
surplus of EUR 5.673 billion in the corre-
sponding month last year. 

NZ manufacturing
activity expands
NEW ZEALAND: Manufacturing
activity in New Zealand expanded in July.
The Bank of New Zealand-Business NZ's
seasonally adjusted Performance of Man-
ufacturing Index (PMI) nudged up to 52.7
from June's reading of 50. A reading above
50 indicates an expansion in activity, while
anything below that threshold indicates a
contraction. 

GDP falls 0.1% in Q2
UK: The UK gross domestic product
(GDP) fell 0.1% in Q2 2022, according to
a first estimate released by the country's
Office for National Statistics (ONS). On
an annual basis, the UK GDP was up 2.9%
from the second quarter of 2021.  
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ensions between the
U.S. and China over Tai-
wan could be a prelude to
a war, warns. Ray Dalio,
who has a special talent for
identifying the key ques-
tions of our time. In a

LinkedIn post titled “The US-China Tit-
For-Tat Escalations Are Very Dangerous”,
the global macro investor wrote “unfortu-
nately, what is happening now between the
U.S. and China over Taiwan is following
the classic path to war laid out in my book
‘Principles for Dealing with the Changing
World Order.” US House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi's visit to Taiwan on Aug. 2 triggered
a new round of escalation with China. “If
events continue to follow this path, this
conflict will have a much larger global im-
pact than the Russia-Ukraine war because
it is between the world’s leading superpow-
ers that are economically much larger and
much more intertwined” he wrote. 
The US-based hedge fund executive who
has spent half a century studying global
economies and markets, argued that the
conflict between the U.S. and China was

“very similar to that which existed between
powers immediately prior to World Wars I
and II and many other immediate prewar
periods.” He said “stupid wars” happen as
a result of a tit-for-tat escalation process.“
“Even though the U.S. fighting to defend
Taiwan would seem to be illogical, not
fighting a Chinese attack on Taiwan might
be perceived as being a big loss of stature
and power over other countries that won’t
support the U.S. if it doesn’t fight and win
for its allies,” he continued. 
“Additionally, such defeats can make lead-
ers look weak to their own people, which
can cost them the political support they
need to remain in power. And, of course,
miscalculations due to misunderstandings
when conflicts are transpiring quickly are
dangerous. All these dynamics create strong
pulls toward wars accelerating even though
such mutually destructive wars are so much
worse than cooperating and competing in
more peaceful ways. 
There is also risk of untruthful, emotional
rhetoric taking hold in both the U.S. and
China, creating an atmosphere for escala-
tion.” But the hedge fund manager does see

some hope-   although “hope is not a strat-
egy”- as there are leaders in both countries
who are looking to avoid conflict.
“A good thing is that sensible people on

both sides are scared of war even though
they don’t want to look like they are,” he
stated. Dalio noted that China accounts for
around 15% of global exports and also
makes up 19% of US imports for manufac-
tured goods, meaning that any economic
sanctions placed on China would send a
chunk of the American economy into trou-
ble and create a domino-chain of conse-
quences for the rest of the world. And
earlier this year,  
Dalio, 72, in an interview with Bloomberg
scheduled for broadcast Feb. 2  had said
that the U.S. is in “relative decline,” while
“China has been rising.” In his book, the
renowned investor and #1 NYT bestselling
author is not optimistic that the US can re-
main a global leader. The creation of
colossal debt and the QE that followed has
demeaned the currency, diminishing the
value of the dollar and other reserve cur-
rencies. In addition to a poor balance
sheet, he believes the US is at war with it-

self. 
Dalio argued that these two factors - a
weak currency and a divided nation - com-
bine to critically weaken the US, and its
power relative to its nearest rival.
The rise of a
great power to
challenge an 
existing great
power to com-
pete with in the
form of China
challenging the
United States. 
Throughout his-
tory, the biggest
world empires
are structured,
grow into super-
p o w e r s , a n d
begin to decline.
Most of these
last well over
200 to 250+ years.

The US was founded in 1776. 
Do the math.

ViewPoint
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Ray Dalio is Founder,
Co-CIO and Member of
the Bridgewater Board,
which, over the last
forty years, has become
the largest and best-per-
forming hedge fund in
the world. 

Ray 
Dallio
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The COLLAPSE 
Has Begun

The COLLAPSE 
Has Begun

A weak
currency
and a divi-
ded nation
combine  to
critically
weaken the
US and its
power
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lobal High Net Worth Individual
(HNWI) wealth fell by 4%, accor-
ding to technology consultancy Cap-
gemini's annual World Wealth
Report (WWR). “While 2021 was a

strong growth year, 2022 is already turning out to
be significantly different,” the report says. “High
inflation since the start of 2022 and talk about in-
terest rate hikes from central banks have spurred
stock market corrections that are accelerating. “As
a result, as of the end of April 2022, our estimates
indicate that global HNWI [high-net-worth inves-
tor] wealth had declined by ~4% (versus Decem-
ber 31, 2021).” The annual Capgemini wealth
survey also found that North America continued
along its growth trajectory, boasting the highest in-
crease in HNWI population and wealth, 13.2% and
13.8% respectively. From an overall growth rate
standpoint, APAC’s lackluster 2021 HNWI growth
in population (4.2%) and wealth (5.4%) put the re-
gion, which had dominated HNWI growth over
the last decade, into third place. In 2021, the top-
four positions in HNWI population by market
were retained by the United States, Japan, Ger-
many, and China respectively, comprising 63.6%
of the global HNWI population, an increase of
0.7% from 2020. Ultra-HNWIs (or those boasting
over $30m of net assets) led global wealth and po-
pulation growth, at the rates of 9.6% and 8.1%.
While the Millionaires Next Door ($1-5m) popu-
lation (7.7%) and wealth (7.8%) grew the slowest,
witnessing an acceleration in population and
wealth growth rates. Conversely, the Mid-Tier
Millionaire ($5-30m) population and wealth in-
creased to 8.5% and 8.4%. The report also indica-
tes that the growth gap across wealth bands is
shrinking, indicating a more level playing field,
due to improved information access for investors
and democratization of asset classes. Equities re-
mained the go-to asset class while HNWIs also de-
monstrated measurable interest in emerging asset
classes – especially ESG and digital – and vocali-
zed their desire for better digital and personalized
offerings. The report found that globally, 55% of
HNWIs have stated that investing in causes with a
positive ESG impact is critical, with 64% of
HNWIs asking for ESG scores to learn about a
fund’s societal impact. The demographic of
HNWIs has continued to evolve, with increasingly
more women, millennials and tech-wealth indivi-
duals now seeking wealth management services.
These emerging client segments each have their
own values, preferences, and requirements which
many wealth management firms are currently une-

quipped to provide for, resulting in many of these
HNWIs pivoting to more adaptive competitors or
smaller family offices. For example: Women
across all wealth brackets are set to inherit 70% of
global wealth over the next two generations. They
are seeking firms that not only provide fee trans-
parency and data security, but also education in
how to grow this wealth. Similarly, 39% of mil-
lennial HNWIs had switched providers in the past
year due to a lack of transparency. They are fre-
quently seeking new wealth managers as they de-
mand greater digital interaction, education and
convenience. The tech boom and surge in VC-bac-
ked unicorns has created a unique group of tech-
wealth HNWIs, and this sizeable mass-affluent
segment offers huge potential for wealth manage-
ment firms, however only 27% of firms say they
actively pursue these prospects. 

Rise of several new HNWI   
segments ignored by wealth
managers
Anirbarn Bose, Capgemini financial services unit
CEO, says in the study many wealth management
firms are “missing the boat” in the emerging
client segments. On 22% of firms have offering
for millennials, and only 37% for women. The
new wave of HNWIs possesses unique client
needs which require wealth managers to adjust
their business strategies. To unlock this largely
untapped client segment, cites the report, wealth
management firms must focus on providing grea-
ter convenience, personalized experiences and
building trust through approaches such as eco-
system collaboration, comprehensive digital so-
lutions, and greater diversity when hiring new
talent. Firms that leverage cloud, AI/ML, and di-
gital technologies to strengthen their core and
augment capabilities will be well-positioned to
personalize client experiences and engagement
across channels and products. 
The World Wealth Report 2022 covers 71 mar-
kets, accounting for more than 98% of global
gross national income and 99% of world stock
market capitalization. The Capgemini 2022 Glo-
bal HNW Insights Survey queried 2,973
HNWIs across 24 major wealth markets in
North America, Latin America, Europe, and the
Asia-Pacific region. Interviews and surveys of
more than 70 Wealth Management Executives
were conducted across 10 markets. Capgemini
is a global consultancy firm focusing in techno-
logy-enabled business support. 

Investing
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BUDGETING
More Americans are falling short on
their financial responsibilities, like
paying their bills or meeting with their
financial adviser, the Wall Street Jour-
nal reported. In many cases, it’s hap-
pening because, they say, they simply
forgot. Financial advisers and re-
searchers say plenty of people are
missing payments because they can’t
afford them. Stress due to inflation,
the Covid-19 and stock-market
volatility is also causing them to miss
items on their money to-do lists, they
say. 

MORTGAGE
The total value of owner-occupied
home loans in Australia sank a sea-
sonally adjusted 3.3% on month in
June,  coming in at A$20.50 bil-
lion, the Australian Bureau of Sta-
tistics said. That missed
expectations for a decline of 3.0%
following the 2.1% increase in
May. Investment lending dropped
6.3% on month to A$10.48 billion,
while overall home loans sank
4.4% on month to A$30.97 billion.
On a yearly basis, owner-occupied
home loans fell 9.6% and invest-
ment lending jumped 17.3%. 

BANKING
A vast 74% of people in India who
experienced banking related
frauds, never recovered their lost
money, a recent report by Localcir-
cles, a Delhi-based market re-
search company revealed. The
report surveyed 32,000 people
across 301 districts of India. Many
don’t follow safe financial transac-
tion processes, and either store
sensitive banking information on
mobiles, laptops, or share them
with close family and even staff. 

CREDIT CARDS
Average credit card rates in the UK
hit highest level since 1998, jumping
0.23 percentage points from June to
hit 21.66% in July, according to an
analysis of the Bank of England’s
quoted household interest rate fig-
ures. The data, shared by digital
lender marketplace  Freedom Fi-
nance, further showed that rates for
£10k personal loans also rose in July
to 4.18% – a six-year high. More-
over, rates for a £5k personal loan
also ticked up by 0.07 percentage
points to 8.27% in July, a four year-
high. ONS data found that 6 million
people using more credit than usual
due to the cost-of-living crisis. 

PENSIONS
A number of 488 contributors
opted out of their Pillar III (volun-
tary, privately managed) pension
funds in the first half of 2022 in
Romania, which represents only
0.08% of the average number of
subscribers in such funds during
the period, Financial Supervisory
Authority (ASF) data showed. The
number of subscribers who opted
for another Pillar III pension fund
during the period was 503.

PERSONAL
FINANCE High-net-worth

investor wealth
declines

REPORT

•GOALS
The best place to start your journey of
investing in yourself is by determin-
ing what it is you hope to accomplish.
If you’re not aiming for something,
you will not know where you are
going and you will lack purpose. As a
result, you will find it harder to find
fulfillment and satisfaction. Set per-
sonal and professional goals  to give
yourself direction and achieve the
things that are most meaningful to
you. Make your goals smart – spe-
cific, measurable, attainable, relevant
and timely so won’t leave you feeling
worse off if you don’t accomplish all
of them. 

•CAREER
Even if you’re happy at your job, get-
ting a new job for more pay could
prove a good strategy as skyrocketing
inflation is taking an ever bigger bite
out of your paycheck. The pay differ-
ence between  job stayers and those
who changed jobs is growing, accord-
ing to the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta. Job stayers, or people who
stayed in their job for the past three
months, increased their wages by
about 4.7% as of June 2022. Mean-
while, those who switched jobs re-
ceived a raise of 6.4%. The gap is the
largest in two decades.

•SABBATICAL 
Sabbaticals are a way for employees
to take a period of extended leave
from work without quitting their job.
This break from the daily grind can
give you the opportunity to explore
new directions in your life, personal
or professional. Sabbaticals offer an
opportunity to step outside the culture
of constant work and find how you fit
into the rest of the world. The first
sabbatical policy was established by
Harvard University in 1880 for the
purpose of “health, rest, study, or the
prosecution of original work in litera-
ture or science.” 

•WELLNESS
Sleep is an essential function that al-
lows your body and mind to recharge.
A good night's sleep can help improve
your learning, memory, decision mak-
ing, and even creativity. A healthy diet
and positive lifestyle habits can help
ensure an adequate amount of sleep
each night. Sleep experts say a consis-
tent sleep schedule could help you
perform better at work and forge bet-
ter relationships. 

•GRATITUDE
Practice gratitude regularly to help
you gain perspective and feel com-
fortable about where you are at in life.
Whether it’s for your family, friends,
pets, hobbies, habits, or coffee�culti-
vate gratitude for at least one person
or thing each day to help keep you
motivated. 

•SELF-CARE
Self-care is not synonymous with
self-indulgence or being selfish. Self-
care means taking care of yourself so
that you can be healthy, you can be
well, you can do your job, you can
help and care for others, and you can
do all the things you need to and want
to accomplish.

Investing 
in YOURSELF
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Europe overtakes APAC as world's second biggest wealth hub

Africa           4.7%

MidEast 6.3%

LatAm         1.8%  

Europe        7.5%

Asia Pasific 5.4%

N.America   13.8%

HNWI Financial wealth 
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EU
New EU rules on pre-marketing
and reverse solicitation could
upend hedge funds’ capital-raising
activities in the bloc, industry prac-
titioners warn. Hedge fund man-
agers are now drafting in
additional legal and compliance
expertise to address the changes,
which form part of the ongoing
AIFMD II review – which includes
reforms to marketing, delegation,
liquidity and reporting rules and is
set to be ratified by the European
Council and EU parliament in the
second half of the year. 

INDIA
Mutual fund managers are becoming
more forthcoming about their differ-
ences with company managements,
India's Economic Times reported .For
instance, in FY22, the mutual funds'
proportion of votes against resolu-
tions put forth by the companies was
4.85%, the highest in over a decade,
according to data compiled by
primemfdatabase.com. In the period
between April and June of 2022, their
proportion of voting against was
5.87%. In FY21, 2.97% of votes were
against compared to 3.83% in FY20

SWITZERLAND
In 2021, the Swiss Investment Fund
for Emerging Markets (SIFEM) com-
mitted a total of USD 84 million to
seven new investments and con-
cluded the year with a positive oper-
ating result of CHF 40.3 million.
Also, 2021 marked the beginning of
a new type of cooperation between
SIFEM and the Swiss Agency for De-
velopment and Cooperation (SDC).

US
Vanguard opened its global positive
impact stock fund. The fund consists
of a global equity portfolio. The com-
pany introduced the fund via a tax-
free reorganization of the Baillie
Gifford Positive Change Equities
Fund. Impact investing is an invest-
ment strategy in which portfolio man-
agers target companies that they
believe will generate long-term finan-
cial returns and generate positive so-
cial and/or environmental impact.
Founded in 1975 by John C. Bogle,
Vanguard is one of the world's leading
investment management companies.

KENYA
Pension fund NSSF raised its stake in
listed lender KCB Group by 3.33
million shares in the second quarter
of this year, taking its total outlay on
the bank’s stock to Sh11.5 billion.
The state-controlled National Social
Security Fund now owns 272.6 mil-
lion shares in the tier-one lender,
equivalent to a stake of 8.48%, which
has cemented its position as KCB’s
second-largest shareholder after the
National Treasury, which maintained
a 19.76% stake in June.The addi-
tional shares the pension fund bought
in the three months to June are valued
at Sh140.6 million.

INVESTMENT
FUNDS

●SOLARSTONE: Estonia's solar roofing
start-up Solarstone has raised 10 million euros in
a Series A round led by Biofuel OÜ, an Estonian
asset management company, to expand its inte-
grated solar PV solutions business across Europe
and beyond. Biofuel OÜ is focusing on environ-
mentally friendly wood refining, and sustainable
forest management, with a clear focus on sustain-
able energy management and production.

●ZUMVET: Singapore-based pet care
startup ZumVet, has secured US$3.7 million in
a series A funding round, jointly led by Quest
Ventures and Pine Venture Partners. ZumVet,
which offers remote care options and self-admin-
istered diagnostics and treatment programs
across Southeast Asia, will use the new capital to
accelerate its digitalization, expand its services
to cover more species, and explore new markets.
Founded in 2019 by Lee and Grace Su, ZumVet
previously completed a seven-digit US dollar
seed round led by Pine Venture Partners.

●FONOA: Croatian start-up Fonoa has
raised 60 million US dollars in a Series B
round- just six months after a 20 million US
dollars Series A round- to enable it to expand
its global tax solutions. The round was led by
Coatue include Dawn Capital, Index Ventures,
OMERS Ventures, FJ Labs, Moving Capital.
The Fonoa platform is the first digital tax solu-
tion with global coverage.

●DABA: Miami-based Anthony Miclet and
Atlanta-based Boum III Jr are the co-founders of
Daba, a startup with aspirations to become the
most trusted investment platform for African
startups. The company has developed a Robin-
hood-style platform -which has recently gone
into private beta- that makes it easy for users to
learn about and invest in a thoroughly-vetted se-
lection of African startups. Daba will provide in-
vestment opportunities in Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya,
South Africa, Ghana, with a view to soon expand
to Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal. 

●LEGALPAD: Seattle's Legalpad, a startup
that helps companies apply for visas on behalf of
international talent, has been acquired by Deel,
a San Francisco company that sells software to
facilitate hiring and paying of employees on
global teams. Terms of the deal were not dis-
closed. Axios first reported on the acquisition. 

●STARTUP NATION: The third edition
of the Start-Up Nation 2022 scheme was
launched in Romania on July 19 with a total
budget envisaged at RON 2.2 bln. Eligible com-
panies are the micro-enterprises and SMEs es-
tablished after January 1, 2020. The scheme is
managed by the Ministry of Entrepreneurship
and Tourism. Grants of up to RON 200,000
(EUR 40,000) are extended to projects generat-
ing at least two workplaces, while projects gen-
erating only one workplace will get RON
100,000 (EUR 20,000).

INVEST in STARTUPS

ospitality industry
investment in Asia-
Pacific bounces back

to pre-Covid levels, according to
JLL Hotels & Hospitality
Group’s data and analysis.
Investment volumes in the re-

gion in the first half of 2022 to-
taled USD6.8 billion,
representing 33.0% growth year-
on-year and an 11.9% increase
when compared with
2019.“This demonstrates a re-
turn to pre-pandemic levels of
capital deployment into the Asia
Pacific hotels sector,” the report
reads. A total of 19,822 rooms
were transacted in 1H2022, a
29.9% y-o-y increase from

1H2021and a 9.4% increase
from 1H2019. The increase in
deal activity was influenced by
a spike in portfolio transactions
as institutional investors sitting
on dry powder seek to deploy
their capital more efficiently.
When it comes to investment
volume, countries which re-
ceived the most capital include
Japan (USD1.8 billion), Korea
(USD1.7 billion), and Greater
China, including Hong Kong
(USD1.6 billion). Singapore
(USD899.7 million), 
Maldives (USD205.5 million),
and Indonesia (USD159.6 mil-
lion) continued to recover
strongly. 

Activity in Australia (USD145.5
million) and Thailand (USD37.7
million) was more subdued but
JLL believes these countries will
see a boost in H2 2022 as “nu-
merous marque deals” close.
“There are numerous private eq-
uity funds and family offices
currently active in the Thailand
hotel market and JLL is seeing
an increase in foreign interest
with the lifting of travel restric-
tions,” the report says. 
Despite the rise in deal activity,
JLL expects ongoing momen-
tum to see some challenges amid
growing macroeconomic and
geopolitical headwinds in the
second half of 2022. 

Hotel investments
rebound in H1 2022

Photo: Zhou Tao, Managing Director of Hotels & Hospitality Group, JLL Greater China
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ASIA/PACIFIC - HOSPITALITY 

$1.6 T
Global flows of foreign direct invest-
ment recovered to pre-Covid levels
last year, reaching $1.6 trillion. Cross-
border deals and international project
finance were particularly strong, en-
couraged by loose financing condi-
tions and infrastructure stimulus.
However, the recovery of greenfield
investment in industry remains frag-
ile, especially in developing countries,
UNCTAD's World Investment Report
2022 revealed.

18%
It’s been one of the rockiest starts ever
for the stock market in 2022, and eco-
nomic turbulence has Americans re-
acting in numerous ways, according
to a Bankrate survey. Less than 1 in 5
(18%) U.S. adults with retirement or
investment accounts say they will in-
vest more in 2022 than they did in
2021. And many investors say they’re
purposely not taking any action. But
more than 43% of Generation Z (ages
18-25) say they’ll add “much more”
or “somewhat more” to their invest-
ments in 2022. 

$76.2bn
Private investment commitments in
low- and middle-income countries to-
taled $76.2 billion in 2021, represent-
ing a 49% increase from 2020, World
Bank data showed. Europe and Cen-
tral Asia saw the largest increase in
private investment commitments. In
2021, commitments in the region to-
taled $15 billion, a 400% increase
compared to 2020 and double the
five-year average. 

40%
Two in five investors in the UK are
more likely to consider alternative in-
vestments this year and next year as a
result of the high-inflation environ-
ment, the research by investment plat-
form Shojin found, shared with
London's daily City A.M. They pri-
marily focus on investments in assets
such infrastructure, real estate but also
private equity and commodities. The
latest instalment of the CPI, released
on July 20, saw the rate of inflation in
the country rise to 9.4%, marking a
40-year high. 

83%
Europe remains the key driver behind
sustainable finance, holding 83% of
global sustainable funds’ net assets,
according to the second annual Euro-
pean Sustainable Investment Funds
Study by Morningstar and zeb, pow-
ered by the Association of the Luxem-
bourg Fund Industry (ALFI). The
study found that the net assets in sus-
tainable fund products based on
Morningstar’s strict definition of sus-
tainability have reached almost EUR
2 trillion at the end of 2021, up 71%
from 2020.

INVESTMENT
Statistics
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11.5%
Global growth stocks benefited
most,  with the MSCI World
Growth Index delivering 11.5%
(USD terms) total return in July,
after poor performance year-to-date.
Growth stocks are stocks that offer
a substantially higher growth rate as
opposed to the mean growth rate
prevailing in the market. Investors
choose growth stocks to earn profits
from the rapid price appreciation
they offer, rather than income from
dividends. Classic examples of
growth stocks in recent years have
included Apple Inc., Amazon.com
Inc., and Netflix Inc. 

4.3%
Fears that Russia might shut off
supplies to Europe spiked Euro-
pean gas prices and commodities
in general delivered 4.3% total re-
turn over the month. The rise in gas
prices came as EU ministers struck
a watered-down deal to reduce gas
consumption by 15% over winter
with exemptions for certain mem-
ber states less dependent on Russ-
ian gas. The Kremlin blames the
price hike on Western sanctions,
insisting it is a reliable energy part-
ner and not responsible for the re-
cent disruption to gas supplies. 

12.35%
Emerging market (EM) equities
did not participate in the bounce
seen in developed markets in the
month. Chile was the best-per-
forming index market (MSCI
Chile 12.35%), aided by currency
strength. India also delivered a
strongly positive return with the
Nifty closing with gains of 8.7%
in July after four consecutive
months of negative returns. The
buying was seen across sectors
like banking, financials, FMCG
and metals. Even IT and Oil stocks
saw a late recovery in July 2022.

1.9%
Global government bonds rose by
1.9% (US dollar terms, unhedged).
Bond yields fell in July, alleviating
some of the intense pressure seen
year-to-date (falling yields implies
rising prices). Corporate bonds en-
joyed a strong rebound and outper-
formed government bonds.
Emerging market (EM) bonds also
saw positive returns. Euro invest-
ment grade and US high yield did
particularly well. (Investment
grade bonds are the highest quality
bonds as determined by a credit
rating agency; high yield bonds are
more speculative).

LEADERS

1. AMERICAS

ARGENTINA: Buenos Aires BCBA, MERVAL:
38.53%
BRAZIL: Sao Paulo B3, BOVESPA:  5% 
CHILE: Santiago SSE, IPSA:  6.24% 
CANADA: Toronto TSX,TSX Composite:
4.41% 
COLOMBIA: Bogota BVC, COLCAP: -2.03% 
JAMAICA: Kingston JSE, ASI Composite: -2% 
MEXICO:Mexico City BMV,IPC:  1.30% 
MEXICO: Mexico City BIVA, FTSE BIBA:
1.39% 
PERU:Lima BVL,S&P LimaGeneral:  4.92% 
USA: New York NYSE, DJIA:   6.71%
USA: New York NYSE, S&P500:   9.11%
USA: New York NASDAQ, Composite: 12.35%
VENEZUELA: Caracas BVC, 
Bursatil,  11.60% 

12.35%
NASDAQ

(USA)

9.11%
S&P 500

(USA)

6.71%
DJIA

(USA)

4.41%
TSX COMP
(CANADA)

5%
BOVESPA
(BRAZIL)

8.87%
CAC40

(FRANCE)

3.54%
FTSE 100

(UK)

5.48%
DAX

(GERMANY)

0.71%
IBEX35
(SPAIN)

0.41%
MOEX

(RUSSIA)

Developed market equities finished July in upbeat risk-on fashion in spite of deteriorating economic outlook.                                                            

2. EUROPE

AUSTRIA: 
Vienna WIENER BORSE, ATX : 5.17% 
BELGIUM: 
Brussels EURONEXT, BEL20: 3.12% 
BOSNIA-HERZ: 
Banja Luka BLSE, BIRS: 1.04% 
BOSNIA-HERZ: Sarajevo SASE, SASX10:
0.80% 
BULGARIA: Sofia BSE, SOFIX: -2.20% 
CROATIA: Zagreb ZSE, CROBEX: -2.15% 
CYPRUS: 
Nicosia CSE, Main Market Index: 0.21% 
CZECH REPUBLIC: Prague PSE, PX: -1.45% 
DENMARK: 
Copenhagen NASDAQ, OMXC20: 10.87% 
FINLAND: 
Helsinki NASDAQ, OMXHPI: 7.41% 
FRANCE: Paris EURONEXT, CAC40: 8.87% 
GERMANY: Frankfurt FWB, DAX: 5.48% 
GREECE: 
Athens ATHEX, General Composite: 5.53% 
HUNGARY: Budapest BSE, BUX: 6.54%
ICELAND: 
Reykjavik NASDAQ, OMXIPI 6.98% 
IRELAND: Dublin EURONEXT, ISEQ: 8.45% 
ITALY: BORSA ITALIANA, FTSE MIB: 5.22% 
MONTENEGRO: 
Podgorica MNSE, MNSE10: 6.69% 
NETHERLANDS:Amsterdam
EURONEXT,AEX: 10.65% 
NORWAY: 
Oslo OSLO BORS EURONEXT, OBX: 6.64% 
POLAND: Warsaw GPW, WIG20 (PLN): 1.48% 
PORTUGAL: 
Lisbon EURONEXT, PSI20: 1.30% 
ROMANIA: 
Bucharest BVB, BET (RON): 1.35% 
RUSSIA: Moscow MOEX MOEX 0.41%
SERBIA: Belgrade BELEX, BELEX15: -0.46% 
SLOVAKIA: Bratislava BSSE, SAX: 0.58% 
SLOVENIA: Ljubljana LJSE, SBITOP: 1.73%
SPAIN: Madrid BME, IBEX35: 0.71% 
SWEDEN: 
Stockholm NASDAQ, OMXS30: 8.54% 
SWITZERLAND: Zurich SIX  SMI 3.77% 
TURKEY: 
Istanbul BORSA ISTANBUL, BIST100: 7.78% 
UK: London LSE, FTSE100: 3.54% 

TMX Group Dividends
The Board of Directors of TMX Group
(Toronto Stock Exchange, TSX Venture Ex-
change and Montreal Exchange)  declared a
dividend of $0.83 on each common share
outstanding. This dividend is payable on Au-
gust 26, 2022 to shareholders of record at the
close of business on August 12, 2022. 

JSE includes AMCs
To meet the growing demand for Actively Man-
aged Certificates (AMC), the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange (JSE) has amended the listing
requirements to include AMCs in the suite of
products offered to the market, providing in-
vestors with exposure to one of the fastest-grow-
ing securities globally.

LuxSE INX join forces
The Luxembourg Stock Exchange (LuxSE)
and the India International Exchange sign a
cooperation agreement through which the
two exchanges will enhance the visibility of
listed Indian securities towards international
investors by facilitating admission of such
securities on LuxSE. 
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4. AFRICA

COTE D'IVOIRE: 
Abidjan, BRVM, BRVM Composite: 1.07% 
EGYPT: Cairo EGX, EGX30: 2.62% 
KENYA: Nairobi NSE, NSE20: 5.48% 
MAURITIUS: Port Louis SEMDEX: -5.46% 
MOROCCO: 
Casablanca CASA SE, MASE: -1.59% 
NAMIBIA: 
Windhoek NSX, FTSE NSX OI: 4.4% 
NIGERIA: Lagos NSE, ASI -2.79% 
SOUTH AFRICA: 
Johannesburg JSE, Top40: 3.93% 
TANZANIA: Dar Es Salaam DSE, DSE 7.14% 
TUNISIA: Tunis BVMT, TUNINDEX: 3.28% 
UGANDA: Kampala USE,ASI 12.91% 
ZIMBABWE: Harare ZSE,INDZI: -14.60% 

3. MIDDLE EAST

BAHRAIN: Manama BAX 3.58%
JORDAN: Amman ASE, All Share 3.95%
IRAQ: Baghdad ISX, ISX Index: -0.37% 
ISRAEL: Tel Aviv TASE TA35 6.53%
LEBANON: Beirut BSE, BLOM -0.94% 
OMMAN: Muscat MSM 30 9.93% 
PALESTINE: Ramallah PEX, AL-QUDS -4.84% 
QATAR: Doha QSE, QE 9.67% 
SAUDI ARABIA: Riyadh TADAWUL, TASI 5.86% 
UAE: Abu Dhabi ADX, General. 3.08% 

5. ASIA PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA: Sydney ASX, ASX200:  5.74%
BANGLADESH: Dhaka DSE, DSEX BROAD: -
6.22% 
CHINA: Shanghai SSE, Composite: -4.28% 
CHINA: Shenzhen SZSE, Composite: -1.93% 
HONG KONG: 
Hong Kong HKEX, HANG SENG: -7.79% 
INDIA: Mumbai NSE, NIFTY50: 8.73% 
INDIA: Mumbai BSE, SENSEX: 8.58% 
INDONESIA: Jakarta IDX, Comp: 0.57%
JAPAN: Tokyo TSE, NIKKEI225:  5.34% 
MALAYSIA: 
Kuala Lumpur BM, FTSE KLCI: 3.32% 
NEW ZEALAND: 
Wellington NZX, NZX50: 5.74% 
PAKISTAN: Karachi PSE, KSE100: -3.35% 
PHILIPPINES: Manila PSE, PSE: 2.61% 
SOUTHKOREA: Busan KREX, KOSPI: 5.10% 
SRI LANKA: Col. CSE, ASI 5.30% 
TAIWAN: Taipei TPEX,TWII  1.18% 
THAILAND: Bangkong SET, SETI 0.52% 

-4.28%
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(CHINA)

-1.93%
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(CHINA)

-7.79%
HANGSENG

(HONK KONG)
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5.10%
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(S.KOREA)

1.18%
TWII

(TAIWAN)

8.73%
NIFTY 50
(INDIA)

8.58%
SENSEX
(INDIA)

5.74%
STI

(SINGAPORE)

3.77%
SMI

(SWISS)

                             The MSCI World Index  returned  7.9% (US dollar terms). However, emerging market equities lagged amid weakness in China. 

-0.2%
Emerging market (EM) equities as
measured by the MSCI EM index
returned -0.2% (US dollar terms) in
July as China’s heavy weight in the
index meant EM stocks ended the
month as the worst performing
major asset class. Slowing eco-
nomic growth, ongoing Covid-19
lockdown measures and regulatory
issues weakened investor sentiment
towards the country. Problems with
lease payments on unfinished prop-
erties also placed pressures on
China's fragile real estate market. In
Hong Kong, heavy selling of tech-
nology stocks, such as e-commerce
company Alibaba, dragged the
market lower. Thailand also ended
the month in negative territory as
well as Colombia (see below).

-2.03%
The Colombian COLCAP index
plunged 2.03% as softer energy
prices were a headwind for crude
oil exporter Colombia. The coun-
try's central bank raised its bench-
mark rate by 1.5 percentage points
for a second straight month, to 9%,
the highest level since 2009, as a
slump in the peso adds to inflation-
ary pressure in Latin America’s
fastest-growing major economy.  

-2.5%
The euro was off 2.5%. European
recessionary risk was most appar-
ent in currency markets where the
single currency briefly fell below
parity against the US dollar – be-
fore partially reversing. Since its
birth in 1999, the euro has spent
very little time below parity. In fact,
the previous time it did so was be-
tween 1999 and 2002, when it sank
to a record low of $0.82 in October
2000.   Euro banknotes and coins
were only introduced on Jan. 1,
2002, with the currency only exist-
ing before that day as a unit of ac-
count for settling cross-border
transactions.

-1.4%
Precious metals remained subdued
in July and closed on a weak note
with COMEX gold falling 1.4% in
the month to $1,781.8 an ounce, its
fourth consecutive monthly de-
cline. COMEX silver recorded a
relatively modest dip of 0.8% to
settle at $20.20 an ounce. For the
best part of July, precious metal
prices were under pressure owing
to the firm trend in the dollar. The
COMEX is the main exchange for
gold futures and is a division of the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange. 

LAGGARDS

Tadawul launches
Islamic Index 
Saudi stock exchange Tadawul has launched its
first Shariah Compliant Index, the TASI Islamic
Index. The Index tracks the performance of
Shariah compliant companies listed on the
Tadawul under the supervision of an independent
Shariah Advisory Committee.

BSE adopts ESG
metrics 
The Bulgarian Stock Exchange (BSE) adopted
Refinitiv’s Environment, Social and Governance
metrics to power its sustainability index set to be
launched end of 2022. Refinitiv will manage and
provide data on the sustainable performance of the
Bulgarian Stock Exchange’s listed companies.

Nikkei introduces
changes
Japan's Nikkei decided to introduce changes
for calculating the Nikkei Stock Average and
selecting its constituents, which will be im-
plemented in October. The modifications will
bring in a cap on the weight of constituent
shares. 
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●AFRICA
USD/ZAR 
Highest: 17.3094 
Lowest: 16.2181 
EUR/ZAR 
Highest: 17.6016 
Lowest: 16.7544 

●ASIA
USD/JPY 
Highest: 139.40 
Lowest: 132.51 
USD/CNY 
Highest: 6.7713 
Lowest: 6.6840 
USD/HKD 
Highest: 7.8505 
Lowest: 7.8451 
USD/INR 
Highest: 80.235 
Lowest: 78.805 

●AMERICAS
USD Index 

Highest: 109.29
Lowest: 104.74
USD/CAD 
Highest: 1.3225 
Lowest: 1.2788 
USD/MXN 
Highest: 21.0566 
Lowest: 20.0875 
USD/BRL 
Highest: 5.5152 
Lowest: 5.1448 

●EUROPE 
EUR/USD 
Highest:  1.0487 
Lowest: 0.9952 
EUR/GBP 
Highest: 0.8681 
Lowest: 0.8343 
GBP/USD 
Highest: 1.2247 
Lowest: 1.1759 
USD/CHF 
Highest: 0.9888 

Lowest: 0.9501 

●MIDDLE
EAST 
USD/TRY 
Highest: 18.0470 
Lowest: 16.5898 
USD/ILS 
Highest: 3.5499 
Lowest: 3.3790 
USD/AED 
Highest: 3.6735 
Lowest: 3.6727
USD/SAR 
Highest: 3.7587 
Lowest: 3.7505

●OCEANIA 
AUD/USD 
Highest: 0.7033 
Lowest: 0.6681 
NZD/USD 
Highest: 0.6331 
Lowest: 0.6060
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● CURRENCIES

● INTERNATIONAL
EQUITIES

● VOLATILITY 
INDICES

● COMMODITIES ●BONDS

●MUTUAL FUNDS

●ETFs

S&P 500 SECTORS CRYPTO

AUSTRALIA
Highest:  3.672 
Lowest: 3.073
Change: -16.811% 
AUSTRIA
Highest: 2.005
Lowest: 1.342
Change:  -
29.959%
BELGIUM 
Highest: 2.100
Lowest: 1.400
Change:  -
30.959%
BRAZIL 
Highest: 13.720
Lowest: 13.020 
Change:  -0.077%
BULGARIA 
Highest: 3.000
Lowest: 2.900
Change: 3.448%
CANADA 
Highest: 3.319 
Lowest: 2.550 
Change: -19.039%
CHINA 
Highest: 2.955 
Lowest: 2.755 
Change: -2.302% 
CROATIA 
Highest: 3.436 
Lowest: 2.794 
Change: -15.708%
FRANCE 
Highest: 2.011 
Lowest: 1.367 
Change:  -
29.739%

GERMANY 
Highest: 1.4100 
Lowest: 0.7970
Change: -
39.6930% 
GREECE 
Highest: 3.734 
Lowest: 2.911 
Change: -18.384%
HUNGARY 
Highest:  9.230 
Lowest: 8.170
Change: 1.961%
INDIA 
Highest: 7.475 
Lowest: 7.255
Change: -1.745 % 
INDONESIA 
Highest: 7.503 
Lowest: 7.182 
Change: -0.717%
ISRAEL 
Highest: 2.813 
Lowest: 2.424 
Change: -10.517%
ITALY 
Highest: 3.752 
Lowest: 3.112 
Change:  -7.238%
JAPAN 
Highest:  0.250 
Lowest: 0.174
Change: -19.333% 
MEXICO 
Highest: 9.370 
Lowest: 8.550
Change: -1.853% 
NEW ZEALAND 
Highest: 3.868 

Lowest: 3.398 
Change: -11.854%
NETHERLANDS 
Highest: 1.788
Lowest: 1.112 
Change: -35.484% 
POLAND
Highest: 7.038 
Lowest: 5.499
Change: -19.853% 
PORTUGAL
Highest: 2.549 
Lowest: 1.836
Change: -25.031%
QATAR
Highest: 3.892 
Lowest: 3.339 
Change:  -
13.288%
ROMANIA
Highest: 9.290 
Lowest: 8.150 
Change: -5.632%
RUSSIA
Highest: 9.450 
Lowest: 9.000 
Change: -0.221%
SLOVENIA
Highest:  2.416 
Lowest: 1.910
Change: -18.027% 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Highest: 11.165 
Lowest: 10.300
Change: -1.985% 
SOUTH KOREA 
Highest: 3.582 
Lowest: 3.064 
Change: -14.078% 

Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund;Insti-
tutional
Plus(VSMPX) 
Highest: 188.30 
Lowest: 172.43 
Change:  9.40%
Vanguard 500
Index Fund;Ad-
miral (VFIAX) 
Highest:  381.57 
Lowest: 350.03
Change: 9.22% 
Fidelity 500 Index
Fund (FXAIX) 
Highest: 143.46 
Lowest: 131.60 

Change: 8.75% 
Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund;Ad-
miral (VTSAX) 
Highest: 100.39 
Lowest: 91.93 
Change: 9.39% 
Goldman Sachs
Short Duration
Government Fund
Institutional Class
(GSTGX) 
Highest: 9.41
Lowest: 9.33 
Change: 0.43% 
American Funds
The Growth Fund

Of America
ClassA (AGTHX) 
Highest: 57.04 
Lowest: 51.66
Change: 10.18% 
American Funds
American Bal-
anced Fund
ClassA (ABALX) 
Highest: 29.86 
Lowest: 28.31
Change: 4.52% 
Vanguard
Wellington Fun-
dAdmiral
Shares(VWENX) 
Highest: 73.56 
Lowest: 69.34 

Note:Monthly Average (July
2022) 
Source: World Bank Commodi-
ties Price Data (The Pink Sheet) 

●ENERGY
Coal, South Africa $/mt 306.4
Crude oil, average $/bbl 105.1
Crude oil, Brent $/bbl 108.9
Crude oil, Dubai $/bbl 106.5
Crude oil, WTI 99.9
Natural gas, 
Index 2010=100 343.3
Natural gas, 
Europe $/mmbtu 51.33
Natural gas, U.S. $/mmbtu 7.26
Liquefied natural gas, Japan
$/mmbtu 16.44

NON ENERGY

●AGRICULTURE
- Beverages:
Cocoa $/kg  2.24
Coffee, Arabica $/kg 5.64
Coffee, Robusta $/kg 2.21
Tea, average $/kg 4.08
Tea, Colombo $/kg 3.55
Tea, Kolkata $/kg 3.55
Tea, Mombasa $/kg 2.37

●FOOD
-Oils and Meals:
Coconut oil $/mt 1,541
Fishmeal $/mt 1,581
Groundnuts $/mt 1,621
Palm oil $/mt 2,146
Palmkernel oil $/mt 1,301
Soybean meal $/mt 536
Soybean oil $/mt 1,533
Soybeans $/mt 678

-Grains:
Maize $/mt 323.0
Rice, Thailand 5% $/mt  418.0
Rice, Thailand 25% $/mt 412.0
Rice, Thailand A1 $/mt 405.7
Rice, Vietnam 5% $/mt 411.1
Wheat, U.S., HRW $/mt  382.5
Wheat, U.S., SRW $/mt  316.7

-Other Food:
Bananas, EU $/kg 0.89
Bananas, U.S. $/kg 1.53
Meat, beef $/kg 5.84
Meat, chicken $/kg 3.54
Oranges $/kg 0.84
Shrimp $/kg 14.04
Sugar, EU $/kg 0.33
Sugar, U.S. $/kg 0.77
Sugar, World $/kg 0.40

●METALS & MINERALS
Aluminum $/mt 2,408
Copper $/mt 7,545
Iron ore $/dmt 108.6
Lead $/mt 1,985
Nickel $/mt 21,482
Tin $/mt 25,396
Zinc $/mt 3,105

●PRECIOUS METALS
Gold $/toz  1,733
Platinum $/toz 869
Silver $/toz 19.1

●RAW MATERIALS
-Timber:
Logs, Africa $/cum 356.5
Logs, S.E. Asia $/cum 217.8
Plywood ¢/sheets 399.4
Sawnwood, Africa $/cum 574.6
Sawnwood,S.E.Asia $/cum 653.6

-Other Raw Materials:
Cotton $/kg 2.89
Rubber, RSS3 $/kg 1.78
Rubber, TSR20 $/kg 1.56

FERTILIZERS

DAP $/mt 784.0
Phosphate rock $/mt  320.0
Potassium chloride $/mt 562.5
TSP $/mt 736.0
Urea, E. Europe $/mt 601.0 

Abbreviations: $ = US dollar bbl
=barrel cum =cubic meter dmt=
dry metric ton kg = kilogram
mmbtu = million British thermal
units mt = metric ton toz = troy oz

COMMODITIES COMMENTARY

▶GOLD  

▶ SILVER            

▶ BREND OIL    

MSCI World 7.9%
MSCI USA 9.3% 
MSCI Europe ex UK 5.4% 
MSCI UK 3.7%  
MSCI Japan 5.7% 
MSCI Asia ex JP -1.1% 
MSCI LATAM 4.3% 
MSCI EM -0.2% 

●(Note: Index returns for July
2022 in USD terms)

VIX -25.71%
VXD 0.17%
VXN -24.74%
VDAX  -20.06%
Note: CBOE VIX S&P500 Op-
tions Volatility, VXD DJIA Op-
tions Volatility, VXN NASDAQ
Index Options Volatility,
Deutsche Borse VDAX DAX
Index Options Volatility
(Monthly change % July 2022) 

SPDR S&P500
(SPY) 
Highest: 413.03 
Lowest: 371.04
Change: 9.21%
iShares Core S&P
500 ETF (IVV) 
Highest: 415.20 
Lowest: 372.97
Change: 9.27% 
Vanguard S&P500
ETF (VOO) 
Highest: 379.66 
Lowest: 341.05 
Change: 9.20% 

Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund ETF
Shares (VTI) 
Highest: 206.78 
Lowest: 185.58 
Change: 9.35%
Invesco QQQ
Trust (QQQ) 
Highest: 316.39 
Lowest:  276.75  
Change:  12.55%
Vanguard Value
Index Fund ETF
Shares(VTV) 

Highest: 138.85 
Lowest: 128.02
Change: 5.06% 
iShares Core
MSCI EAFE ETF
(IEFA) 
Highest: 62.09
Lowest: 56.11
Change: 5.44% 
iShares Core U.S.
Aggregate Bond
ETF (AGG) 
Highest: 104.39 
Lowest: 101.16
Change: 2.35% 

S&P500
9.11% 
Cons Disc
18.90% 
Cons Stap
3.13%
Energy
9.61%
Financials
7.01% 
Real Estate
8.49%

Health Care
3.18% 
Industrials
9.46% 
Materials
6.08% 
Tech 13.48%
Utilities
5.39% 
Comm Serv
3.51%

(Note 1M% July 2022)

BTC/USD 16.9%
ETH/USD 57.21%
USDT 0.1177%
USDC/USD -0.1698%
BNB/USD 29.22%
XRP/USD 14.23516%
SOL/USD  25.444%
ADA/USD 12.5463%
DOT/USD 22.239%

Gold 

$/toz  1,733

Silver 

$/toz  19.1

▶ WTI OIL 

Crude Oil WTI

$/bbl  99.9

Crude Oil BREND

$/bbl  108.9
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Energy prices fell 1.3% in July, as a 10% de-
cline in crude oil was balanced by a 50% gain
in European natural gas prices, the World
Bank’s Pink Sheet reported. Non-energy prices
fell 8.9%. Agricultural prices dropped 7.4% in
July. Food prices declined 8.5%, led by grains
(-8.3%) and oils & meals (-13.1%). Beverages
and raw materials dropped 2.3% and 6.2%, re-
spectively. Fertilizer prices eased 3.7%. Metal
prices plunged 13.4% in July, with most key
metals registering large declines (e.g., tin
dropped 19.5%, iron ore 17%, and copper and
nickel more than 16% each). Precious metal
prices declined 6.6%. Large shifts in the de-
mand and supply of commodities, along with
price booms and busts and differing long term
trends, pose challenges for commodity-export-
ing emerging market and developing economies
(EMDEs) commodities are critical sources.

Most commodity
prices fell in July

Photo: John Baffes
Senior Agriculture Economist, De-
velopment Economics World
Bank's Prospects Group
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igher grocery bills continue
to plague consumers. It's not
just consumers, though: Manu-
facturers are feeling the pinch
of inflation as well, with ingre-

dients costing more and supply chain issues
making it harder to get goods to store
shelves. Rather than raise prices, many
manufacturers are shrinking package sizes,
a practice known as "shrinkflation" a com-
bination of the words shrink and inflation.
It's a kind of downsizing that bucks the
decades-old trend of supersizing, and you
can see its effects in almost every aisle of
the grocery store. 
From toilet paper to candy bars, consumers
around the world have reported shrinkage
in many kinds of household products.
“Shrinkflation is an increasingly common
response by companies to inflation —
fewer sheets per roll, fewer caplets per bot-
tle, fewer washes per box,” Bruno Paulson,
London-based portfolio manager for the
Morgan Stanley global equities team wrote
in a recent think-piece. “Brands quietly
downsize their products without decreasing
prices accordingly, to maintain or boost
profits as they try to navigate increases in
the cost of materials, labour, energy, pack-
aging and transport, or to maintain market
share in the face of stiffer competition for
every dollar” he says in his article on June
28. In a report, the food review site Yelp
says for the first time ever, consumers are
mentioning shrinkflation in reviews, most
commonly at restaurants serving more af-
fordable options like pizza, hotdogs, and
hamburgers.  

And now we have moved on from
“shrinkflation” to “skimpflation”, as “the
service sector is not immune” Paulson

writes. 
The economywide decline in service qual-
ity that we're now seeing is called
“skimpflation” as companies “skimp” on
the quality of the product or service. One of
the main reasons this happens is because
companies cut back on the quality of the
service so it can still be profitable, meaning
less money for staffing or materials are cut
back on. For example, Paulson said many
hotel chains make guests opt in to daily
room cleaning and do not rush to restore
breakfast service post-Covid. As shrinkfla-
tion, skimpflation and who knows what
else  -flation of inflation (of the economic
variety) eat away at the quality of daily life
for consumers, they can also can lead to
complaints and even spark lawsuits. Qual-
ity declines make consumers feel powerless
and taken for granted, which can lead to
angry confrontations. They create a perva-
sive sense that the world is getting worse.
They exact a toll that economic statistics
can’t capture. Hitendra Chaturvedi, a pro-
fessor of supply chain management at Ari-
zona State University's W.P. Carey School
of Business, said he has no doubt many
companies are struggling with labor short-
ages and higher raw material costs. But in
some cases, companies' profits are also in-
creasing exponentially. "I'm not saying
they're profiteering, but it smells like it,"
Chaturvedi told the Associated Press. 
“Companies need to be careful of con-
sumer backlash and cannot afford to shrink
their products repeatedly or they risk losing
consumer trust” Paulson says. Meanwhile
investors are worrying as company earn-
ings are coming under pressure. “Our con-
cerns about earnings have continued to rise,
along with the earnings themselves, aggra-
vated by the growing risks to the stretched

margins from either inflation or a downturn
.Given the risks to earnings, it may be a
particularly good time to own com-
pounders, i.e. companies that can grow
their earnings steadily across cycles be-
cause their pricing power and recurring
revenue make their earnings resilient in
tough times” Paulson concludes.

This content is being provided for informa-
tional purposes only. It is educational in
nature and not designed to be taken as ad-
vice or a recommendation for any specific
investment product, strategy, plan feature
or other purpose in any jurisdiction.

WEALTH  MANAGEMENT

Shrinkflation, skimpfla-
tion risks to earnings
Companies enjoy the inflationary impact on revenues without taking
margin pain … yet.

H

BIO

Paulson joined Morgan Stanley in
2009. Prior to joining the firm, he
worked for Sanford Bernstein in Lon-
don, where he was a Senior Analyst
covering the financial sector for eight
years. Previously, he was a manager
at the Boston Consulting Group.

SOVEREIGN
WEALTH
FUNDS

✓IFSWF- WORLD
Two thousand twenty one was a year
that broke records for the number of di-
rect investments made by sovereign
wealth funds, jumping from 316 in 2020
to 429 in 2021, a 50% increase year-on-
year, and a 60% increase in the average
number of deals in any of the previous
five years. The value of those deals also
climbed in 2021, reaching $71.6 billion,
up from $67.8 billion in 2020. These are
the findings of a report by the Interna-
tional Forum of Sovereign Wealth
Funds (IFSWF), a global network of
sovereign wealth funds from over 40
countries. 

✓CIC- CHINA
The China Investment Corp (CIC)
which oversees $1.2 trillion in assets,  is
merging CIC International and CIC
Capital, bringing together overseas pri-
vate equity and infrastructure operations
merged into a single unit, Bloomberg re-
ported on July 21 citing people familiar
with the matter. The move comes as
China’s sovereign wealth fund is seek-
ing to boost efficiency after a talent ex-
odus and as offshore investing grows
more complex.  

✓PFZW
NETHERLANDS
The Netherlands’ Pensioenfonds Zorg
en Welzijn (PFZW), the pension fund
for the care and welfare sector, was
down 17.6% in H1 2022, losing
EUR68.7 billion in value. The biggest
losses in H1 were in government bonds
(-21.1%), listed real estate (-18.9%) and
listed equities (-16.6%), while gains
were seen in private real estate (+8.4%),
infrastructure (+2.9%), credit risk shar-
ing (+2.5%), and private equity (+1.7%),
according to recent Global SWF re-
search. PFZW is the second largest pen-
sion fund in the Netherlands with AUM
of €266 billion and over two million
members. 

✓CALPERS-US
Tumultuous global markets played a role
in the California Public Employees' Re-
tirement System's first loss since the
global financial crisis of 2009, as the
US$456 billion System announced a
preliminary -6.1% net return on invest-
ments for the 12-month period that ended
June 30, 2022. Assets stood at $440 bil-
lion at the end of the fiscal year.
CalPERS’ investments in global public
stocks returned -13.1%, while fixed in-
come investments returned -14.5%. Pub-
lic market investments make up roughly
79% of the CalPERS’ total fund.  

✓NWF- RUSSIA
Russia’s National Wealth Fund   has
grown 15% in the year up to June 1 (in
USD terms), with assets under manage-
ment surging to US$210.6 billion. The
fund’s USD growth comes in the context
of a rally in the value of the rouble,
which reached its strongest levels since
2015 due to high commodity prices. The
rouble was the world’s best-performing
currency in the first half of the year.
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Financial advisers robo-fears subside

Investment
professio-
nals breath
sigh of relief

rivate wealth managers (and advisers
generally) seem to relax as the robo-chal-

lenge fades, according to the CFA global survey
of over 11,000 investment professionals con-
ducted in 2021. “The threat of robo-advice as a
significant disruptor has decreased in recent
years because the robo-advice model has
worked best in serving the mass affluent seg-
ment that traditional private wealth managers
typically cannot cover profitably,” the research

paper says. “Consequently, robo-advisers do
not compete in the same target market segment
as traditional private wealth managers.” Fur-
thermore, advisers and others in client-facing
roles had already adapted their communication
mode and style post-COVID-19. “Those who
have adopted technology effectively should be
well positioned for the future and may therefore
anticipate relatively less change over the spec-
ified time horizon, although some high-trust sit-
uations may require reverting to more
traditional approaches,” the CFA report says.
However, all sectors of the investment industry
are primed for potential disruption over the
medium term with technology, incorporation of
sustainability considerations into investments,
changing regulatory landscape, fee-squeeze,
client expectations, and the hybrid working
model  all cited as factors. “The respondents
most likely to say that new analytical methods,
including AI and machine learning, will be dis-
ruptors work in quantitative analyst or perform-
ance analyst roles. Those most likely to view

sustainability as a disruptor are product special-
ists, investment consultants, managers of man-
agers, investment strategists, and credit
analysts. Regulatory changes are of highest
concern among risk analysts and financial ad-
visers. Fee pressures are an important disruptor
according to financial advisers, managers of
managers, those in sales, and portfolio man-
agers” the paper found. The CFA study  tapped
into qualitative data supplied by a combined
group of more than 11,000 investment profes-
sionals globally. It also gathered survey input
from leaders at 41 investment organizations
(representing more than 230,000 employees)
and more than 100 other investment industry
executives. CFA Institute has also conducted in-
ternal analysis that indicates the number of pri-
vate wealth professionals servicing
highnet-worth clients (assets greater than USD1
million) globally is forecast to grow by more
than 30% over the next 10 years. CFA Institute
is a global community of more than 175,000 in-
vestment professionals.

P

PHOTO: Larry Cao, CFA, Senior Director, Industry Research at CFA Institute

SURVEY

Bruno Paulson
Morgan Stanley portfolio manager 
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